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White Reflects on 1984 
  

by Mary Carroll Johansen 
HOYA Staff Writer 
  

Political analyst and journalist 
Theodore H. White reminisced on the 

events surrounding the 1984 election 
in delivering the Second Annual Col. 
William J. Walsh Lecture February 6. 

“No election is ever over when the 

votes are counted,” White declared, 
because one can know only the bare 

statistics, and not the underlying 

trends. “An election,” White said, 
“acquires meaning only as it recedes 
into the past.” 

In order to set the stage for a 
retrospective consideration of 1984, 

White “jumped” fifty years into the 
future to speculate on how a sociologist 

would answer what he views as the 
basic political question of our time: 

“Did the people in 1984 realize that 
the whole political system was ob- 
solete?” 

White outlined what he considers to 
be some of the major problems of the 
1984 presidential election. He observed 
that the younger generation turned in 

increasingly large numbers to vote for 

“the oldest leadership of state that we 
have had at any time in American 

history.” 
White remarked on the novelty of 

vice presidential candidate Geraldine 
Ferraro but questioned whether “ac- 

tivist feminists speak for all American 
women or only a segment,” as women 
who describe themselves as housewives 

voted for President Reagan in over- 
_whelming numbers. White also debated 

the significance of Jesse Jackson's 
candidacy suggesting that ‘black 
leadership in 1984 had not yet decided 
if blacks are a part of —or apart from — 
American politics.” 

White's primary concern about the 
election of 1984, however, centered 
on the theory that the political land- 

slide is no longer the political mandate 
it once was. White claimed that “a 

  

new era of history began in 1984-1985,” 
but it is one which may lead to political 
deadlock in the 1990s as the Republi- 

can White House fights for legislation 
with the Democratic-controlled House 
of Representatives. 

An underlying cause of this fitsate, 
White believes, is the primary cam- 
paign system, which he termed as “one 
of the many absurdities in our presi- 
dential system of elections.” White 
commented that the primaries were 
born of “the noble idea” that the 
people, not party bosses, should choose 

the president. He feels, however, that 
today’s television, “the great liberal- 
izer,” has turned the primaries into a 

soap opera, with the events of the 
campaign “all planned, all choreo- 

graphed; the theme of the campaign 

set to scenery.” 
As presidential aspirants campaign 

in each state, according to White, they 
are forced to cater to special interest 

groups because “today’s primary sys- 

tem opens its doors to every special 
interest group from the Right-to-Life 
group of Iowa to the Sierra Club of 
Nevada.” This process, White re- 
marked, “divides parties and thus the 
nation into blocks and splinters, and 

the television magnifies every split and 

fissure.” 
In conclusion, White phrased the 

paramount political question of today 
as whether Congress and the President 
could heal the idealogical split between 
themselves before it becomes too late. 
President Reagan, he argued, as a 
lameduck president, is uniquely posi- 
tioned to call for Congress to review 
laws that affect the political process, 
and thus save the “obsolete” political 
system. Only in the future, White said, 
will we be able “to say if we lived 
through a meaningless election like 
those of James Buchanan and Calvin 
Coolidge or a watershed election like 
that of Franklin Delano Roosevelt in 

1932.” 

$ 

    Photo by Suzanne Work 

Noted historian and author Theodore White addressed an ICC audience. 
  

MecSorley Will Retire 
  

by Tony Viola 
HOY A Staff Writer 

Rev. Richard McSorley, S.J., Assis- 
tant Professor of Theology and Di- 
rector of the Center for Peace Studies, 
will retire at the end of this semester, 
having reached the mandatory retire- 
ment age of 70. Since first coming to 
Georgetown in 1961, McSorley has 
distinguished himself as one of the 
most important spokesmen in America 
for the cause of peace throughout the 
world. In addition to his duties as a 
member of the Theology Department 
and Peace Center director, McSorley 

has written numerous books and is a 
frequent contributor to several news- 
papers. 

During the 1960s, McSorley was an 
outspoken advocate of Civil Rights as 
well as an opponent of the War in 
Vietnam. “During the Vietnam War,” 

McSorley said “every day produced 
more and more deaths and suffering— 
both for Americans and Vietnamese. 
Thousands of deaths—and for what? 
The government told us that we were 
winning, they told us about the domino 
theory, and all we got was death and 

suffering. In essence, the U.S. was 
supporting a government in South 

  

Vietnam that the people there did not 
support,” he concluded. 

McSorley stated that the United 
States today is supporting the wrong 
side in the struggle for freedom. This 
policy, he said, is what puts the U.S. 
into such a difficult international situa- 
tion. “Instead of supporting Marcos 
and Pinochet, we should be supporting 
their opponents,” McSorley declared. 
“By supporting seemingly pro-Ameri- 
can but.oppressive governments, we 
drive these nations, into the hands of. 
the Communists. An example of this is 
Nicaragua.” 

McSorley also expressed concern 
about the current arms race and the nu- 

clear build-up. “Peace through strength 
is rubbish,” McSorley said, “because 

peace can only be achieved through 

peaceful means. We fought World War 
I as the war to end wars, and 20 years 

later was World War II. We won World 
War II but we found a new enemy in 

the Soviet Union immediately there- 
after. There is no way to overcome 

violence with violence. Gandhi, King, 
and Christ showed us this.” When 

asked if the United States should uni- 
laterally give up its nuclear weapons, 
McSorley declared, “Yes—if we want 

continued on page 2 
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Demonstrators protest apartheid policy outside the South African Embassy. 100 Georgetown students partici- 
pated in a college student protest last Friday. 
  

GU Students Protest Apartheid 
  

by Mark Landler 
HOYA News Editor 
  

About 100 Georgetown students 

joined in the highly publicized eleven- 
week old protest movement against 
apartheid Friday by demonstrating in 
front of the South African Embassy. 
Thirty GU students were among the 
133 people arrested by DC police on 
the charge of illegally protesting within 
500 feet of an embassy gate, according 
to Rev. Richard McSorley, S.J., Assis- 
tant Professor of Theology, who was a 
member of the Georgetown delegation. 

The protest, organized by the Free 
South Africa Movement, attracted over 
400 people, of which 100 were GU 
students, despite cold temperatures and 

a steady (drizzle. GUSA Vice President 
and student demonstrator Marguerite 
Fletcher (SFS '86) commented that the 
large turnout for the apartheid protest 
in conjunction with the substantial 
number of demonstrators at Roberto 
D’Aubuisson’s GU address in Decem- 
ber indicates that “more and more 
Georgetown students are | becoming 
involved in issues of this kind, which is 

good.” 
McSorley sees the two events as a 

sign that GU students may be returning 
somewhat to the political activism that 
characterized the 1960s at George- 

town. “I see a change,” McSorley said, 

“it’s not going to be startling, but there 
is a definite change in student attitude.” 

McSorley argued that the daily pro- 
tests in front of the South African 
Embassy are a statement, “as much 

against the Reagan administration, as 

against the government of South Af- 
rica.” Students, he believes, will with- 
draw their widespread support for the 
politics of Ronald Reagan when they 
realize that he “is not so much a friend 
of the people as they thought he was.” 
McSorley noted that the Reagan Ad- 
ministration budget proposal, which 

calls for substantial cuts in federal aid 
for college students, should accelerate 
the process of disenfranchisement. 

The anti-apartheid movement on 
campus is coordinated by the Student 
Coalition Against Apartheid and Rac- 
ism (SCAR). The group intends to 
capitalize on the increased publicity 
surrounding the apartheid issue by 

sponsoring a series of lectures and 
debates designed to increase the “polit- 
ical education” of GU students with 
respect to the South African problem, 

according to Fletcher. 
SCAR is also working with the Coali- 

tion for Responsible Investment (CRI) 
in order to increase pressure on the 
University administration to withdraw 
its investments in companies that do 

business in South Africa. Fletcher said 
that SCAR and CRI have scheduled a 
meeting with Vice President for Finan- 
cial Affairs George R. Houston to 
discuss the matter. 
SCAR has also been involved in 

“lobbying on Capitol Hill about up- 
coming bipartisan legislation on apar- 
theid,” Fletcher said. The anti-apar- 
theid movement has gained support 
from a wide political spectrum of US 
Congressmen, ranging from Sen. Ed- 
ward M. Kennedy (D-MA) to conserv- 
ative Rep. Newt Gingrich (R-GA). 

Maurus Dolcich (CAS 87) noted 
that “GU had the biggest presence” 
at a demonstration, which numbered 

delegations from Howard University, 
George Washington University, Amer- 
ican University, and Johns Hopkins. 

Dolcich remarked, “we were more 

organized than other schools.” 
“There is a great concern here on 

issue like apartheid,” Dolcich said. 

“Sometimes, however, students aren't 
able to voice their concern due to the 
increased pace of life today,” he con- 
tinued. Dolcich commented that al- 
though he did not necessarily see “a 
great awakening” in.the social con- 

sciousness of the GU student body, 

the apartheid protest “reflects that we 
have more socially aware people than 
our reputation.” 
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Science 

« Library to 

Be Moved 
by Skip Horne 

HOYA Contributing Editor 

  

  

The Blommer Science Library, pres- 
ently on the third floor of the Reiss 
Science Building, may soon be relo- 
cated. A University committee recently 
drafted a proposal for the construction 
of a separate building to house the 
already overcrowded and inadequate 
facility. Commented University Librar- 
ian Joseph Jeffs, “There’s no question 

that we need a new science library.” 
Jeffs speculated that “it might take 

four or five years” assuming a “normal 
course of events” before the library's 
construction would be completed. 

“I have been working on a prelim- 
inary program,” he continued, but spe- 
cific details are “very rough at this 
time.” 
mittee members hope to plan a building 
which will eventually increase the ca- 

pacity of the library from the current 
60,000 volumes to more than 200 ,000 
volumes. 

Currently the total volume collection 
numbers over 80,000; at least 23,000 
volumes of this collection are already 
stored outside of the present facility. 

In a recent Provost's Office report to 
faculty and administration, Rev. J. 
Donald Freeze wrote, “With an antici- 

pated growth rate of about 4000 vol- = 
umes per year, we have reached the 
point where efficient user access has 
become critically impaired.” 

Funding for the proposed library 
will likely come from an as yet un- 
disclosed science foundation, one 
which in the past has made large 
donations to universities for the con- 

struction of science laboratories, li- 
braries, and research facilities. 

“Under the proposal, about the 
maximum we think we can get from 
the foundation is $5 to $5. 3 million,” 
said Jeffs. 

According to the current proposal, 
the library will be built on the site 
bounded by the Reiss Science Building, 
the Henle Village apartments, and the 
Visitation Cemetery. There are several 
issues yet to be decided, according to 
Jeffs, and he reiterated that the current 

continued on page 3 

Controversy Clouds Upcoming Elections 
GUSA s Evert 

Criticized 
by Cary Brazeman 

HOYA Staff Writer 

  

  

Several former GUSA Election 
Commissioners this week stepped up 
their criticism of GUSA President Paul 
Evert (SES ’85), who January 30 fired 
all’ nine members of the commission in 

a housecleaning move intended to rid 
the Election Commission (EC) of “in- 

competent” members. 
Michael Greer (SES 85), appointed 

to the old election commission two 
days before it was disbanded, informed 
The HOY A recently that he is “greatly 
disappointed” in Evert as a result of 

the way in which he fired the com- 

mission and treated him personally. 
“It was with the utmost consideration 

that no member of this commission 
was either personally informed or given 
the reason for their termination. ..I 

would also like to thank you (Evert) 
for implicating my character and that 
of my fellow commissioners, which 
you easily achieved through your 

liquidation of us,” wrote Greer. 
Greer also accused Evert of “taking 

advantage of my situation” by “ap- 
pointing me to break a deadlock that I 
was not aware of since I had spent the 
last semester abroad,” said Greer. He 

also revealed that Evert lobbied him 
to vote for a particular commission 
chairman once he was on the EC. 

Evert, who is expected to announce 
his candidacy for re-election this week- 

end, admitted to having lobbied Greer. 
“I stooped to the same petty politicking 
they (the EC) had done, that’s why I 

acted so quickly,” explained Evert. 
Citing the EC's “inability to resolve 

  
ne by Christin Driscoll 

GUSA's Healy Basement Office was the site of recent EC shakeup. 
  

differences” as the main factor con- 
tributing to his decision to fire the 
Election Commission, Evert expressed 
regret at having fired Greer and Sheila | 
Duffy (CAS 85), another recent EC 
appointee. “They were both really 
innocent, and I do feel badly, but I 

didn’t want to appear to play favorites, 
so I fired the whole group,” said Evert. 
He added that he intends to send 

letters of apology to Greer and Duffy, 
but as for the others, “It’s too bad,” 

commented Evert. 

Evert believes that GUSA might be 
better off if its elections were run by a 

group outside the Student Association. 
“I've thought about asking the Adjudi- 
cation committee to run the elections,” 

said Evert. 

Fern Lavallee (CAS °’85), another 
former Election Commissioner, was 
also “disappointed” and “taken aback” 
by Evert’s decision. In reaction to 
Evert’'s charge that the old EC was 
inefficient, Lavallee said that “Evert’s 
remarks fly in the face of the facts. We 
pulled off several elections without 
scandal or the need for any recounts.” 

“What he (Evert) called petty poli- 
ticking was what we needed to work 

out our problems. .. it is the creative 
part of democracy to debate, and that’s 
what we were in the process of doing,” 

said Lavallee. 
Candidates interested in running for 

GUSA offices may qualify until Sunday 
night. The election is scheduled for 
February 28. 

McCormick 

To Head EC 
by Cary Brazeman 
HOY A Staff Writer 

  

  

Minutes after resigning his position 

as Senior Class Representative Mon- 
day, Terry McCormick (SFS 85) was : 

appointed to GUSA’s new Election 
Commission (EC). McCormick was 
unanimously elected chairman of that 

commission at a special EC meeting 
Tuesday night. 
McCormick, who served on the Stu- 

dent Assembly since February, 1984, 

admitted that it was he who suggested 
that GUSA President Paul Evert (SFS 

'86) dissolve the EC and appoint him 
to organize the new commission. “It 
became obvious that the EC in its 

present form could do nothing. Every- 

one was potentially destructive . . . and 
both Paul and I thought no one was 
better than me to do the job,” said 
McCormick. 

Defending his resignation, McCor- 
mick asserted, “It's more important 
that I give GUSA and Georgetown 
students a clean election than it is for 

me to stick around. ...” No election is 

scheduled to fill McCormick's seat, as 
Evert maintains it would be difficult 

for a senior to accomplish anything i in 

the two months that remain in 
McCormick’s term. 
McCormick explained that his past 

association with GUSA will have no 
effect on his ability to run a smooth 
election. “I have no hidden agenda in 
all this. It will give me a tremendous 

feeling of satisfaction,” he commented. 
. And I'm not biased because I'm a 

continued on page 5 
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by Mark Landler 
HOYA News Editor 
  

Todd Robinson, a senior in the 
School of Foreign Service from Fan- 
wood, New Jersey, was elected Editor- 
in-Chief of The HOYA in a recent 
special election called after James 
Horan (CAS 85) resigned due to health 
problems. Robinson is The HOYA'’s 
eighty-eighth Editor-in-Chief. 

Robinson previously served as Man- 
aging Editor and News Editor during 
his four-year career with The HOYA. 
“I'd like to maintain and extend the 
“tradition of high standards in jour- 
nalism set by Jim Horan,” Robinson 
remarked. “Jim's dedication to The 
HOYA has been impressive. He is a 

HOYA Elect: Robinson 
great inspiration to all HOYA editors 
and writers,” he concluded. 

The HOY A Board of Editors under- 
went an unprecedented change of 
personnel at its recent elections. Form- 
er Photo Editor Kevin Ciotta (CAS 
'87) became Managing Editor, Assistant 
News Editor Mark Landler (SES '87) 
became News Editor, Contributing 
Editor Quin Hillyer (CAS '86) moved 

to Viewpoint Editor, Theresa Gorski 
(CAS 87) was named Features Editor, 
Suzie Freind (CAS '87) became Arts 

Editor, Assistant Sports Editor Dennis 
Roche (CAS '87) moved to Sports 
Editor, Julie Bayer (SBA 86) was 
named Copy Editor and Christin Dris- 
coll (CAS '88) was elected Photo Edi- 
tor. 

Activist McSorley Retires 
continued from page | 

peace and if we seek morality.” 

“We cannot defend ourselves in a 
nuclear age, but no one realizes this,” 
McSorley said. “Some say that we 
should have used nuclear weapons in 
Vietnam. First, if we did, we would be 
blowing up the people we were trying 
to save. Second, the North would laugh 
at us if we threatened them with nu- 
clear bombs. Are we going to risk 
our own destruction, they would ask. 
Those who think of nuclear weapons 
as defensive weapons may end up 
blowing up the world in the name of 
peace,” he concluded. 

During the 1960s, the students were : 
more liberal, McSorley suggested, be- 
cause the Vietnam War galvanized 
student opinion. “All students were 
threatened by the war, by the draft, 
and by death. Of course students would 

~ Rev. Richard McSorley, S.J. 

demonstrate — there was a real danger. 
We've learned nothing from Vietnam. 
55,000 Americans died in this adven- 
ture, and today, we have an arms race 
and jingoistic policies,” McSorley said. 

Last Friday, Father McSorley was 
one of 35 Georgetown ‘students and 
faculty arrested for protesting at the 
South African Embassy. 

Rev. William McFadden, chairman 
of the Theology Department, said, “for 
the 23 years that Father McSorley has 
been at Georgetown, he has continu- 
ously worked for peace, justice, and 
civil rights. He is a well-respected man 
whose influence reaches far beyond 
Georgetown University. 

After his retirement in May, Father 
McSorley will continue to write and 
travel. He also plans to continue his 
work at the Center for Peace Studies 
at Georgetown. 

  
  

With Hertz, you can see Europe from a first class 
compartment that stops anywhere you want and goes 
whenever you're ready. And whether you share that com- 
partment with three friends or just one, Hertz will cost 
you less than Eurail. At a level of convenience that takes 
the commotion out of locomotion. 

As long as you're 18 years old you can rent a car from 
Hertz* And you can reserve it just seven days before 
renting, without paying in advance. What’s more, our 
rates are guaranteed. And there’s never a charge for mile- 
age. Plus, by renting from Hertz you can get discounts at 
over 3,000 hotels throughout Europe. 

For details and reservations, talk to a travel agent or 

Corp Names New Board 
The Corp recently elected three new board members: Mary Ann Kelly 

(SFS '86), President; Joseph Carbonara (SBA '86), Vice President of Finance; 
and Bennie Lee Smith (CAS 86), Vice President of Operations. Other 
upper-level management positions will be filled within the next two weeks. 

The Corp has also announced that it is accepting applications for the 
1985-86 Corp Scholarships. The two $1000 scholarships are awarded to GU 
students who have a minimum GPA of 3.0 and have demonstrated a commit- 
ment to community service. A letter of reference, a current resume, and a 
personal statement are additional elements required by the application. 
Financial need is also taken into censideration in determining scholarship 
winners. Completed applications must be returned to the Corp office by 
February 15. 

Evert Obtains Bicentennial Reps 
GUSA President Paul Evert (SFS '86) announced this week that he has 

secured student representation on Georgetown University’s Bicentennial 
Planning Committee. GU will celebrate its 200th birthday in 1989, and plans 
are underway to organize what Evert is certain will be a “spectacular event,” 

The top vote-getters in each of the next four GUSA freshmen elections will 
automatically be appointed to the planning committee. “This way,” said 
Evert, “students who are actually taking part in the festivities will be assured 
a role in shaping them.” The committee is being coordinated under the 
auspices of Georgetown University President Timothy S. Healy, S.J. 

Action Coalition to Sponsor Blood Drive 
The Community: Action Coalition, in conjunction with GU ROTC, 

GERMS and the Alpha Phi Omega service fraternity, will sponsor a blood 
drive in the Hall of Nations today and tomorrow from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. on 
both days. ! 

According to coordinator Jeffrey Smith, Georgetown has become the 
leading university in Washington in terms of number of pints of blood 
supplied, with 300-units per drive. 

Smith added that the D.C. chapter of the American Red Cross has called 
for a high turnout and yield. Donors and volunteers are requested to call 
625-3049 for more information on helping with the blood drive. 

CIPRA Hosts Migration Series 
The Georgetown University Center for Immigration Policy and Refugee 

Assistance (CIPRA) is sponsoring a lecture series, “Migration and the 
Conventional Wisdom.” February 13 Douglass Parker, Esq., will address 
“The Myth of Employer Sanctions,” and February 20 Andrzej Kaminski will 
speak on “The Myth that Development in a Peasant Society will Retard 
Migration.” Both lectures will take place in Gaston Hall. ? 

According to CIPRA spokesman Tom Kinsky (SFS '86), “The lecture 
series is intended to increase public awareness of the living conditions of 

1 refugees in America and abroad. The speakers will attempt to dispel some of 
today’s most glaring myths about migration. Comments will be provided by 
some of the important contributors to the immigration policy-making process 

in the legislative and executive branches of the U.S. government.”   
A burst pipe in Old North caused a flood in Healy Basement 
of last week, according to University Center Manager James Rizzo. 
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RHOs Plan Safeway Van Service 
The Village A and Harbin Residence Hall Offices have announced that 

their van service to and from Safeway Supermarket is now available to any 

Georgetown student. The service is offered every Tuesday evening from 6 
pm to 8 pm. It leaves Healy Circle every half hour on the half hour, and 
returns from Safeway ten minutes later. The last pickup at Safeway is at 8:40 
pm. The round trip costs 50 cents. i 

6th Harbin Resident Assistant Tom O'Brien, who drives the van each 
week, explained that “originally this started in November as a service for just 
Village A residents, but due to the high level of demand we decided to open 
it up to the rest of campus.” 

NAIM UN Scheduled for February 
The Georgetown International Relations Club (IRC) is sponsoring the 

Twenty-Second Annual North American Invitational Model United Nations 
(NAIMUN) February 14-17 at the Sheraton Washington Hotel. Over 200 
Georgetown students will be working directly with the 2600 high school 
students who will be serving as model delegates. The delegates assume the 
roles of the countries they portray and participate in all four organs of the 
United Nations: the General Assembly, the Economic and Social Council, 
the Security Council, and the International Court of Justice. 

Each participant in NAIMUN will attend a Washington embassy briefing 
of the country which he represents, take part in committee simulations, and 
continue research of the policies, economies, and governmental structures of 
his country. This year’s participants in the historical simulation aspect of 
NAIMUN will attempt to rewrite the Versailles Peace Treaty of World War 
I. 

Peter Kezirian (SFS '86), Secretary-General of NAIMUN, believes that the 
four-day conference is a “unique experience” especially since it is held in the 
nation’s capital. “It is this element that gives NAIMUN its special fervor,” 
said Kezirian. 

    
  

GU Law Journal Reverses South Africa Decision 
  

by Anne Vallé Schlafly 
HOYA Contributing Editor 
  

In a reversal of its position, the 
Georgetown Law Journal last week 

decided to renew the subscription of 
the University of South Africa, a gov- 

  

  
  

    
  

  

  

  

call Hertz at 1-800-654-3001. Because even if you're on a stu- he 
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took a position against apartheid by 
cancelling the University of South 
Africa’s subscription, a move which 
was criticized by the National Law 
Journal and The Washington Post as 
being “the wrong way to protest.” 

Hamilton said that the purpose was 
‘to make a political statement “before 

. it _was chic to get arrested: at the 
South African Embassy. We wanted to 
‘spark a debate.” | 

1 

The editors of the Journal also hoped 
that the cancellation would send a 
message to both Georgetown Univer- 
sity and South Africa. The University 
of South Africa wrote a letter to the 
Journal disagreeing with the move, but 
there was no response from George- 
town: k Das: 25 RUYISE 

The vote to ‘rénew oh Jaruary 30 
was ‘made by the full staff of 120" and 
passed” by “a comfortable’ margifi,” 

Hamilton said. The original decision 
was made by the 20 editors. The 
Journal has 3,000 subscribers. 

“I think it [the cancellation] served 

a purpose in that it made a moral 
statement and sparked a debate,” 
Hamilton said. The editors wanted to’ 
tell ‘South’ Africa that'*we abhor apar- 
theid so much that we'll have nothing 
“to'do with your government,” he said. 

“*] think’ the point’s been made." 

  

  

  

Follow me!’’ 

: 
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. Vocations in our day: 
a message from Father Ralph 
he whole business of vocation to the priestly or religious life, the call to 
leave all for Jesus, must have been so much easier when he was himself 
treading the planet. I mean when he sauntered past Matthew as he was 
collecting taxes and said, ‘‘Follow me!’’ at least Matthew must have known 
what the Lord wanted. 

Of course the leap was necessary then too. Matthew probably knew 
much less about this itinerant Galilean preacher than we do today. He 
certainly will have had much less idea of what ‘Follow me’’ would involve. 

Some of the apostles, perhaps the majority, thought till quite late on 
that there was going to be a good deal more in it for them than travel, 
preaching and persecution. But they had little idea of what. At least they 
knew THAT this man was inviting THEM, personally and individually, to be 

his specially selected team, his special service people, in the great mysterious 
business of proclaiming the coming of the kingdom. 

It is knowing THAT Jesus is calling ME to this that is so much harder 
today. How does he call these days? Little voices speaking on some mysterious 
stereo system, don’t seem to be too widespread. Dreams with very clear 
messages—if such are occurring I can’t honestly say that I have experienced 
any nor have any of the people whom I have counseled as Vocation Director. 
No. The equivalent of the carpenter’s call to the Galilean fishermen in 
around 30 A.D. to leave all and follow him appears to be more complex in 
the 1980’s suiting our more complex world. It may start with a blunt look 
at myself. What do I enjoy doing? What gifts do I have? Do I pray? Do I read 
scripture? Do I sometimes sense the presence of God in a powerful way and 
remember his great love for me? How do I regard other people? 

For first I need to take this quiet look at myself and attempt to be as 
objective as possible. Then I may look at the world. How do I see myself 
contributing, making the world a fraction better for my having been in it 
rather than a fraction worse? What does the world need more than anything? 
What do friends need? In the whole peace and justice area? In the whole 
area of family life? In the area of technology, ecology, politics, psychology, 
health? Sometimes it becomes vigorously evident to someone that however 
many planets we reach we'll get nowhere unless we understand better who 
we are. That as human beings we have been. individually so loved by God 
that His own Son came, lived and taught among us and then died for us. 
That Jesus said that those who believe in him will never die. That he 
promised to send to each person believing in him his own Holy Spirit. That 
he promised that prayer made in his name would never go unanswered by 
his Father. That he invites others to the privilege of following him very closely, 
choosing to surrender all else to establish a new closeness. 

If when you ponder these things you both sense the need for his word of 
HOPE and think that you would happily be a vehicle for that hope, you may 

think in your heart. ‘‘Here I am, send me!’’ Perhaps THIS is the equivalent 
of Jesus stopping by Matthew's table piled with coins and with a look and 

a wave saying, ‘‘Come on Matthew, enough of that! I need you urgently! 

Would you like to consider becoming a monk at Saint Louis Priory? 
We PRAY, live in COMMUNITY and RUN A COLLEGE PREPARATORY 
SCHOOL AND A PARISH. : 

For more information about our monastery write: 
Fr. Ralph Wright, OSB, Saint Louis Priory — Room #2 
500 S. Mason Road, Saint Louis, MO 63141 i 
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Caulfield 

Prevents 

Injury 
by Cristina Del Sesto 

HOYA Staff Writer 

  

  

Georgetown University Transporta- 
tion Society (GUTS) driver Jim Caul- 
field (SFS '87) intervened in a serious 
assault last Thursday while driving the 
Law Center route, possibly preventing 
serious injury. The incident occurred at 
the corner of North Capitol Avenue 
and E Street. 

According to Caulfield, the three 
assailants “hauled one man out of a 
car and started to beat him up by 
stomping on his head and kicking him 
in the face.” Floyd Halloway, a first 
year Law Center student and a pas- 
senger on the GUTS bus said, "It was 
the most brutal, senseless display of 

violence I've ever seen.” “I could see 
right away that it wasn’t a fight,” 
Caulfield remarked, “as the man was 
defenseless.” 

After witnessing the initial assault, 
Caulfield maneuvered his bus closer 
to the curb in order to “trap” the 
assailants’ vehicle in its parking space. 
The attackers left the victim, who lay 
unconscious on the sidewalk, in order 

to find the identity of the GUTS driver 
and figure out a way to extricate their 
car from its parking space. ; 

As GUTS bus drivers do not wear 
official uniforms, Caulfield was able to 
clear the bus and run to the victim 
without immediately giving up his 
identity. The victim, according to 
Caulfield, was “bleeding profusely.” “I 
could remember from Boy Scouts that 
it was important to keep the victim 
warm,” Caulfield said, “so I threw my 

coat over him and waited . . .” Halloway 
commented, “People stopped and 
peered on, but they didn’t want to get 
involved.” 

Although Metropolitan police ar- 
rived within minutes, Caulfield com- 
mented, “My biggest fear at that point 
was that they'd [the assailants] figure 

out I was the bus driver before the 
police arrived.” He later was forced to 
chase after the police car after it veered 
off down the wrong street. 

Meanwhile, the three suspects had 
maneuvered their car out of the 
blocked parking space. “Maybe they 
[the assailants] drove up on the side- 

walk,” Caulfield said, “I just don’t 

know, but the time it took for them to 
get out of the space made it possible 
for the police to apprehend them,” he 
concluded, 

‘DC: police refused to release details 
concerning either the condition of the 
victim or the charges that will be filed 
against the assailants. 

Caulfield noted that he was “im- 
pressed” with his passengers, all of 
whom gave their names and telephone 
numbers to the police. “There was 
literally a line of people willing to give 
the police their names,” Caulfield said, 
“When you are a witness to something 
like this, you have to jump in and help 
people. I hope someone would do the 
same for me.” 

Halloway concluded, “Jim displayed 
a tremendous amount of courage.” 

1 [a | 4 0. 

OR EDUCATIONA 
PREPARATION CC 

For: Washington, DC 

  

          
            

A 3/2 EXAM: Classes 
begin 2/16 

A 3/16 EXAM: Classes 
begin 2/19, 3/2 

A 4/27 EXAM: Classes 
begin 2/24 

A 5/4 EXAM: Classes 
begin 3/2, 3/12 

D 4/13 EXAM: Classes 
begin 3/23 

For a free brochure call Toll Free: 

or write: 800-222-TEST 
The National Center for Educational Testing 
3414 Peachtree Rd. NE Suite 526 
Atlanta, GA 30326   

  
GUTS Driver Jim Caulfield (SFS '87) intervened in DC assault. 
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Case Under Investigation 
  

  

by Chris DePhillips 
HOYA Staff Writer 
  

Georgetown University Protective 
Services (GUPS) Chief Investigator, 

Charles V. Christian, has revealed that 

someone has taken a 1982 Big East 
Basketball Championship trophy worth 

, about $300. 
On January 27 a GUPS officer on 

routine patrol in McDonough Gym- 
nasium discovered the trophy’s case 
had been pried open. Christian has no 
suspects and has not determined if the 
culprit is an outsider or a Georgetown 
University student. The case, he says, 

is currently “under investigation.” 
Mr. Joseph Lang, Assistant Director 

of Athletics, called the situation “un- 

fortunte and disappointing” since the 
trophy is of special, sentimental value 
to the basketball players. One of Lang’s 
responsibilities as Assistant Director 
of Athletics is the safety and security 
of McDonough Gymnasium. Lang says 
the robbery was able to occur because 
“someone” left a McDonough door 
unlocked. He says that he has “dealt 
with the problem.” 

Lang mentioned that the basketball 
  

Ostberg Named 
Aid Director 

by Michael Boucher - 
HOYA Staff Writer 

  

  

Kenneth Ostberg, former director 
of Financial Aid at Columbia Univer- 
sity, has been chosen to replace Ken- 

neth Kohl as Financial Aid Director at 
Georgetown. “Dr. Ostberg had out- 
standing credentials, experience and 
knowledge of financial aid and its 
application, particularly in a situation 
like Georgetown’s,” said Director of 
Minority Student Affairs Samuel Har- 
vey who chaired the search committee 
to replace Kohl. “He was our first 

choice.” : 
Kohl resigned his position last fall 

due to health problems. Associate Di- 
rector E. Stevens Young has been 
serving as Acting Director during the 
interim. When he assumes his new 
position on March 4, Ostberg “would 
be responsible for undergraduate fi- 
nancial aid and, in conjunction with 

the Graduate School of Deans, grad- 
uate aid,” said Young. 

Ostberg is a graduate of Columbia 
College and later received both his 
Masters and Doctorate from Colum- 
bia’s Graduate School. In addition 
to his position at Columbia, Ostberg 

served as Director of the Division of 
Financial Aid for the Minnesota Higher 
Education Coordinating Board and as 
Associate Dean for Student Affairs at 
the University of Illinois, located in 
Chicago. : 

' “With Dr. Ostberg’s appointment, 
we hope to attend in a more complete 
way to the serious problems presented 
by the recent federal budget propo- 
sals,” Young concluded.     Photo by Anthony Lepore 

Sculptor George O'Neill, whose works have been displayed in Soho, New 
York, San Francisco and London, donated his bronze sculpture, “The 
Leaning Dancer” to Georgetown. It was dedicated Thursday, February 7. 

    
team’s success may be the cause of the 
trophy robbery and at least two other 

incidents: the recent bookstore rob- 
bery during which a large number of 
Hoya T-Shirts and other school- 

McDonough Trophy Case is empty after theft of 1982 Big East trophy. 

GUPS Reports Trophy Stolen 

   

  

Photo by Michell 

  

oriented paraphernalia were stolen and 
the disappearance of the large 1984 
National Basketball Championship sign 
that had been posted at the Canal 
Road entrance to the University. 

  

  

  

  

International Programs: Announcements 
International Student Identity Card Scholarships: Applications are 
now available in the International Programs Resource Center (307 ICC) for 
the ISIC Scholarship. The grant covers the cost of transportation to and 
from a third world study abroad site. 

Graduate Scholarships for Oxford: Each year, St. Hugh's College of 
Oxford University offers renewable scholarships of £1000 to qualified 
women for graduate study in any field. Interested students should see John 
Moore in the Resource Center for further information. 

Study Abroad Deadlines: Applications for Georgetown and ISEP 
sponsored programs are due February 14, 1985 for the 1985-86 academic 
year and for the Spring 1986 Warsaw program. We urge all interested 
students to complete the application as early as possible. Because the 
deadline is based on the selection committee schedule and administrative 
procedures abroad, it cannot be extended. If for any reason your application 
must be turned in late, please complete it as quickly as possible. Late 
applications will be considered on a rolling admissions, space available 
basis. In recent years we have been able to accommodate most late 
applications but this year we expect several programs to be filled.   
  

HalisDVEN 
~ Authentic Homemade 
Italian Pasta Dishes & Entrees . . . 

.. . Real Italian-Style Pizza, 
Cooked in Our Wood-Burning Oven! 

GEORGETOWN 
2809 M St. 
337-0730 

Walking Distance from GU 

FAIRFAX ARLINGTON 
385-5917 522-1005 *   

New 

ICC Hours of Operation 
| 

7:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. 
Mondays through Fridays 

Saturday 
7:30 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. 

Sunday — CLOSED 

Effective February 4, 1985 
  

  

Campus Ministry 
JEWISH 

Friday, February 8 ISA House 
1314 36th St. 

Shabbat Service 
Service: 6:30 p.m. 
Dinner: 7:30 p.m. 
Speaker: 8:15 p.m. : 

Michael Keren, Scholar in Residence 
“Intellectual Life in Israel” 

Maryla Korn, 625-6780 

Cost: $5.00 for dinner 
$4.50 with JSA activity card 

Reservations: 

2 days prior to dinner | 

  PROTESTANT — 43 
Sunday Worship 

St. William Chapel 
(1st Fl., Copley Hall) 

10:30 a.m. 

  

“Blessed Are the Meek” 
Rev. Dr. Katherine Epperly 

ROMAN CATHOLIC 

Fourth Sunday of Ordinary Time 
Job 7:1-4, 6-7 : 
1 Corinthians 9:16-19, 22-23 

Mark 1:29-39 

Sunday February 10 
Vigil Rev. K. Kleczewski, O.S.B. 

7:00 p.m. Rev. C. Bierne, S.J. 

Sunday, February 10 

  

Dahlgren Chapel 
Saturday 5:15 p.m. 
9:45 a.m. Rev. J. Gres-Gayer 

11:00 a.m. Revs. R. Davis, S.J. 10:00 p.m. TBA 
12:15 p.m. Rev. V. Funk 11:15 p.m. TBA 

9:30 a.m. Rev. P. Cioffi, S.J. 
10:30 p.m. Rev. D. Freeze, S.J. 
11:00 p.m. TBA 

hd hhdh hd 

Copley Crypt: 
St. William: 
St. Mary: 

WANT TO LEARN more about what Roman Catholics believe and about 
the customs of their church? Join a discussion Tuesday evenings 8:00 p.m., 
Healy 108 to ask your questions.. 

kkk hhR 

CHAPEL CHOIR open to new members. Rehearsals — Wednesday 7-9 p.m. 
in Dahlgren Chapel. 

kkk hh 

CLASSES OF INSTRUCTION for those wishing to be confirmed will be. 
held on Monday evenings from 6:30 p.m.-8:00 p.m., beginning January 28. 
They are facilitated by Dorinda Young, S.S.J., #159, St.Mary's. 

ehhh hh 

DIVINE CHRISTIAN ORTHODOX SERVICES are held each Tuesday at 
5:30 p.m. in Copley Crypt, Father Paul Economides officiating. 

kh kdk hh 

LITURGICAL READERS: Preparing Sunday’s proclamation: Wednesday, 
7:00 p.m., Lauinger #156-B; open to all. 

kk dk hhh 

JESUIT VOLUNTEER CORPS recruiter will visit campus on February 19 
and 20. Public presentation Tuesday, February 19, 4:30 p.m., Harbin Lounge; 
interviews Wednesday, February 20, 11:00 a.m., Healy #113. Seniors con- 
sidering giving a year of voluntary service to the poor should consider 
IVC 

hhh hh 

SEARCH: A retreat open to all; March 1-3, register at Campus Ministry, 
Healy #114. 

hhh hR 

FOR MORE INFORMATION ABOUT THE ABOVE: 
Contact Campus Ministry Office, 114 Healy, 625-3022.   i    
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CHANGING 
THE MEANING 
OF THE WORD. 

  

    

  

    
in.noevaetor (in'e-va’ter) n. 1. One who begins or 

| introduces something new; one who is creative. 
ie 2. THE TRAVELERS COMPANIES. 

AND YOU CAN TOO. 

Ideas spark innovation. Imagination fuels 
it. Achievement realizes it. 

At The Travelers, we challenge your po- 
tential so you can strive for innovation. 

So let your ideas help shape our future. 
And yours. 

Write to: Rubin Fisher, Assistant Director, 
College and Professional Recruiting, Depart- 
ment 31, The Travelers Companies, One 
Tower Square, Hartford, Ct 06183. 

  
TheTravelers) 
The Travelers Companies 
Hartford, Connecticut 06183 
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Atlantic Lecture Series Continues 
  

Wright Examines Soviet Union 
  

by Chris Dalziel 
HOYA Staff Writer 
  

“I think that without a doubt the 

most dangerous thing they [the Soviet 

Union| could do is what they have 
always set about doing,” said Sir Oliver 

Wright, British Ambassador to the 
United States, “and that is to drive a 
wedge in the alliance between Europe 
and America...” Ambassador Wright's 
remarks came in the second address of 

the Atlantic Lecture Series sponsored 
by the Georgetown Lecture Fund and 

the Atlantic Council February 4 in 
Gaston Hall. 

Wright, who spoke on the Soviet 

Union as seen from a European per- 
spective, emphasized the necessity of 

maintaining the NATO alliance, “so 

that we can adapt to the inevitable and 
reconcile to the reconciliable, such as 
the practice of diplomacy.” Wright 

served as British Ambassador to Den- 
mark and Germany before his present 
post in Washington. 

The envoy stressed the differences 

in public opinion and conception be- 
tween Europe and the United States. 

“There are always voices on this side of 

the Atlantic who will claim that Europe 
is soft on communism or not bearing 
its full share of the defense burden. 
There are always voices in Europe ill 

at ease with the preponderance ‘of 
American power, which is sometimes 

perceived to be a ‘gung ho’ attitude,” 

Wright declared. 
Wright emphasized the importance 

of geography as an explanation for the 

differences in European and Ameri- 

can conceptions’ of the Soviet Union. 
“We in Europe have had to live along- 

side the Russians for centuries, long 

before they became the distant commu- 

nists. We have gotten used to their 
‘Russian-ness’ and have become innocu- 

lated against their communism,” Wright 

remarked, “Our continent is divided, 
freedom and tyranny slapped down in 
the middle of Europe, slapped down in 
the middle of Germany, slapped down 
in the middle of Germany's former 

capital, Berlin . . . we still feel the pain 

of it,” he concluded. 

The United States, he argued, is 
surrounded by essentially “friendly” 
neighbors. Because of this, said Wright, 

the US is “more easily surprised” and 

“more easily upset” when the Russians 
act “true to form.” Throughout history, 
Russia has remained a reasonably con- 

sistent actor on the international stage, 

according to Wright. “[It is]... the 
same old Russia we have grown up 
with down through the centuries: back- 

ward, barbaric, different, and dan- 
gerous,” he said. 

Wright noted that the Russian system 
of government, “simply isn’t working.” 

He argued that the order of succession 

in the Soviet Union, with its emphasis 

on age and experience, has produced 
serious instability in its leadership. In 
addition, the ambassador remarked 
that Russia’s heterogeneous ethnic 

minorities are beginning to resent more 
and more their subjection to Soviet 
totalitarianism. Islamic fundamental- 
ism, Wright declared, “cannot be 
thwarted by barbed wire.” 

The Soviet economy, Wright argued, 
is “stagnant,” and the country cannot 

feed its own people. Moreover, the 

Red Army “is embroiled” in an effort 
“to keep its satellite neighbors in 
subjection,” he said. 

Despite these manifold weaknesses, 

Wright noted, the Soviet Union is still 
a “superpower” and “cannot be pushed 

around.” Wright cautioned that the 
western powers must be wary, as the 

Russians are a “cautious and calcu- 
lating people.” The United States views 
them as being “imperialistic and ag- 
gressive,” according to Wright. Euro- 
peans, on the other hand, also see that 
they are “paranoid and defensive,, 
possessing a siege mentality because 

of repeated invasions,” he said. 
Ambassador Wright faulted the west- 

ern powers for not matching the Soviet 
Union in their consistency in foreign 
policy. He cited the fact that Foreign 
Minister Andrei Gromyko has held his 
position for over three decades, and 

commented, “We should have as much 

continuity in the west as there is in 
Soviet foreign policy.” 

Wright prescribed military strength 

tempered by a common concern for 
survival as the best policy for dealing 
with the Soviet threat. “We (NATO) 

must maintain our military strength,” 

he said. Wright quoted former British 
Foreign Minister Lord Carrington as 
saying, “We need more ‘ammo’ for our 

guns and proper hangars for (US) 
aircraft.” “But enough,” Wright added, 
“is just that—enough ... Do we really 
need to obliterate each other several 

times over? Surely, say, twice is e- 

nough,” he concluded. 
“We have only one planet.and have 

to share it with the Russians,” Wright 

said. “We might as well have a civilized 
relationship with them, as much as the 

facts of their military strength and 
political antipathy will allow.” Our 
most - important protection, Wright 
argued, “is strength with dialogue... 
although the US is in the driver's seat, 
and has to be, you have a goodly 
number of backseat drivers along too; 
backseat drivers who have helped pay 
for the car and the gas, and so have a 
legitimate say in where we are going, 
by what route and at what speed,” he 
concluded. 

GUSA 
continued from page 1 

senior.” 

Evert expressed great faith in 
McCormick's competence as an Elec- 
tion Commissioner. “Terry has a cru- 

sade attitude and he’s very dedicated 

to GUSA. I trust him enough to over- 
come any personality conflicts that 

may exist (between him and members 

of the Assembly who may be running 
for re-election) ” said Evert. 

Eight other seniors were appointed 
to the Election Commission this week. 
“They were more or less drafted,” 
McCormick said, “but they were told 
about the emergency, and they rose to 
the occasion.” The new commissioners 
include: Eliott Blake (CAS), Jane 

Garnett (SFS), Susie Heintz (NUR), 

Tara Jeffries (CAS), Gus Maxwell 
(SFS), Brian Messaris (CAS), Todd 

Rideout (SFS), and Elaine Rock (SBA). 

  

did! 

DO YOU WANT TO LOOK LIKE. .. 

$1,000,000 
It's a proven fact that when you look like a million bucks, 

people can’t help but notice. 

At GOLDEN RAYS we have the most advanced tanning 

equipment and skin care products available, to help you 

achieve that look. You will be able to obtain a beautiful tan 

quickly and safely, in relaxing surroundings. 

Call now for your free introductory session, you'll be glad you 

— SPECIAL — 
8 Tanning Sessions for $54.95 thru February 28, 1985 

    Colboen days 
1734 WISC. AVE. "IN UPPER GEORGETOWN" 

337-8266 — TANNING SALON — 337-TANN 
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Present Science Library is located in Reiss Science Building. 
Photo by Mahin Kooros 

  

Jeffs Considers Moving Library 
continued from page 1 

proposal is only preliminary. “There 
are height restrictions, District zoning 
codes, and the proximity of the ceme- 
tery to be considered.” 

The Blommer Science Library was 

originally constructed to seat 125 stu- 
dents and faculty and to house ap- 
proximately 40,000 volumes of books, 
journals, and periodicals. According 

to Freeze, “Renovation and redesign 
of space were given careful consid- 

eration but were rejected in favor of 

the permanent, more cost effective 
solution of building a new, free stand- 

ing science library.” 

Jeffs agreed that the current library 
is “very small and very crowded with 
no chance for expansion.” Moving the 
entire library out of the Reiss Science 
Building would “allow some expansion 
for various science departments,” he 
said. 

“When a library reaches 80 percent 

capacity, problems are bound to arise,” 
continued the librarian. “The science 
library reached 100 percent capacity 
probably 10 or 12 years ago,” prompt- 
ing concern for expansion. 

The name of the new facility is also 
undetermined, but Jeffs commented, 
“I don’t think the new building will be 
named after the Blommer family, since 

even buildings that are originally 
named for people lose their. signif- 
icance to future students.” 

  

We want to take heart defects 
out of the nursery. 
  

for life 

programs.   
    

    

2forl 
Sukiyaki 
Steak & 
Chicken 
Dinner 
Shows 
$14.95 

Valid thru Feb. 28, 1985 W
I
I
 

    

2forl 
Sukiyaki 
Steak & 
Shrimp 
Dinner 
Shows 
$15.95 

Valid thru Feb. 28, 1985 

Each feast also includes 
delicate Samurai soup, crispy 
salad with ginger dressing, rice, 
and Green tea. 

Tear out these coupons for 
our delicious values today. Call 
333-1001. 3222 M Street N.W., 
Georgetown Park. 

ARAAAAAARA 

  

$17.95 
* Valid thru Feb. 28, 1985 

AAA 
£ Our Dinner Show 

has 3 half price 
Super Stars. 

And all 3 full seven-course 
dinners are 2 for the price of 1. 

The show begins and our chef 
entertains you with his flashing 
knives as he prepares your 
shrimp appetizer, Japanese 
vegetables, and main course 
sparked with Samurai sauces. 

    

2 for 1 
Sukiyaki 
Steak & 
Chicken 
& Scallop 
Dinners 

    

SAMURAI SAMURAI SAMURAI 
Japanese Steak House" Japanese Steak House" Japanese Steak House * 

It almost breaks your heart to see 
if. She's two days old and there's a 
question about a hole in her heart 
She's fortunate. Something can be 
done about it. Each year, 25,000 
infants are born with heart 
defects which can disable them 

But more needs fo be done. 
You can help us save young lives 

by sending your dollars today to 
your local Heart Association, listed 
In your telephone directory. 

The: American Heart Association 
Is fighting fo reduce thisform of 
early death and disability with 
research, professional and public 
education, and community service 

& 

    

Put your money where 
your Heart is. 

American 
Heart 
Association 

WE'RE FIGHTING FOR YOUR LIFE   
  

EIR TRA 
Diane Keaton’s 
finest performance.” 

ack (OSCE 

| BS J Ty Pr 
—Rex Reed, THE NEW YORK POST 

a Rainer, 

STONE NE 

~ “Mel Gibson and 
IPTC (C1 0) 
radiate 
performances 

~__Strongto 
the core... 
a true story 
truly told.” 
—Gene Shalit, 

NBC-TV, TODAY SHOW 

A true story 

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER presens sn EDGAR J. SCHERICK/SCOTT RUDIN PRODUCTION 
A GILLIAN ARMSTRONG FILM “MRS. SOFFEL" MATTHEW MODINE = EDWARD HERRMANN writen by RON NYSWANER 

EET) 0 0311:0(0 SN 0 MUNIN BN (TNE E | HA EAT NEON CE 33 
EE rr  ersdieemmsiaeininbe lt here candi 

ETT LATTER 

SOUNDTRACK AVAILABLE ON WINDHAM HILL RECORDS AND CASSETTES Ee 
ER TIC EN 

©1984 MGM /UA ENTERTAINMENT CO. 

STARTS FEBRUARY 8th AT A THEATRE NEAR YOU! 
ba   
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Arresting Apartheid 
The contrasts between modern, bustling — 

white — Johannesburg and desperately poor— 
black — Soweto are presented by Thomas 
Martincheck as he concludes his three-part 
HOYA series on South Africa. Readers learn 

of the “petty apartheid” pervasive in South 

Africa, of the complexity of the situation, and 

~ of the moral ugliness of racial oppression. The 

HOYA hasbeen proud to present these articles. 

The HOYA is proud as well of those George-- 
town students who have rallied behind their 

principles to protest at the embassy. Some 
Georgetown students and Father McSorley 

have borne witness to their ideals by being 

arrested. This willingness to protest injustice 
is a valuable testimony to student concern for 

social issues at a time when many commenta- 

tors have described students of this era as 

increasingly materialistic. 

Addressing social issues, it is important to 
remember that racism is hardly unique to 

South Africa. The struggle for civil rights 

“GUSA President Paul Everts recent dis- 
missal of the Election Commission, with its 

attendant controversy, is a complex issue with 
no self-evident solutions: 

Evert fired the commissioners citing “in- 
competence” and “petty politicking” as the 

factors prompting his decision. Evert’s de- 

cision drew fire from several EC members who 
claimed that his action was hasty and unwar- 

ranted. Evert himself admitted that he had 
engaged in “petty politics” by openly lobbying 

commission members’ votes. This, and the 

- commission’s underlying incompetence, said 
~ Evert, prompted him to dissolve the EC im- 

mediately. 
Evert’s decision was entirely warranted al- 

though given the time remaining between now 

and the upcoming election, his election, his 

timing was inauspicious. The EC has demon- 
strated its persistent incompetence and a de- 

bilitating tendency towards infighting over a 

_ series of badly administered elections, and 

culminating in the ridiculous handling of the 
special election last November to replace As- 

semblyman John Wood. 

continues in the United States. Studying con- 
trasts, one can discuss the difference between 

Georgetown and Anacostia in terms often 

similar to those describing South Africa. 
The situation in South Africa should prod 

the University into consideration of its affairs. 
The Law Center decided not to send its Journal 

to South Africa, refusing to accept funds earned 
by oppression. This is an admirable —if not 

terribly efficacious — gesture. 

At the same time, Georgetown continues to 

invest in corporations that conduct business in 

South Africa. While much ado is made about 
the moral tradition of a Catholic university, 

we fail to be credible voices against apartheid 

while reaping its profits. 
The HOYA calls the University adminis- 

tration and directors to an honest critique of 
the South African situation. This, it seems, 

should lead to a decision not to erode our own 
principles by investing in those who discard 
them. 

Election Commission Change 
Evert’s action should, however, have come 

last November, when the commission could 

have been replaced without a rush situation 
developing. Also, Evert should have reap- 
pointed the competent members of the now 

disbanded EC. 

The commission’s inefficiency and divisive 

nature points up the fact that GUSA simply 

cannot and should not appoint their own Elec- 
tion Commission. The symbiotic relationship 
between GUSA and the EC is such that it can, 

as it did in this case, lead all to easily to a cozy 

relationship based on personal alliances and 
preferences rather than the unequivocal im- 

partiality which the EC must perforce maintain, 
if it is to be truly effective. 

Evert has proposed handing the admini- 

stration of the EC over to the Adjudication 
committee. Another proposal might be to con- 

vene a committee of former GUSA Presidential 

and Vice Presidential candidates, to appoint 

the EC. Whatever the proposal eventually 
adopted, The HOYA urges GUSA to remove 

the EC from its unhealthy and unacceptable 

relationship with its present governing body. 

Keep Off the Grass 
Plans are being formulated for the construc- 

tion of a new science library, a rather worth- 

while endeavor considering present needs 

have long surpassed what the now cramped 

and inefficient Reiss Science Library is able to 

provide. However, the location of this future 

building is projected for the grassy area across 
from Reiss and next to Henle. Small though it 

may be, this is one of the few green areas on 

campus, complete with picnic tables and bar- 

becue pits. Certainly it would be a convenient 

site, but as the open areas on campus are slowly 
given up to house more and more construction, 

it certainly is worth considering whether we 

students might not wish to preserve what we 

have left of green space on this campus. Not 

just in this matter, but in all future building 

plans, we feel students should be given an 

opportunity to provide input before plans have 

Of course, this is not to say that campus 
construction should not expand to meet the 

demands of growing programs and developing 

needs. But this does serve to recommend that 
alternatives should be fully investigated before 

over-building on campus. For instance, many 
schools have successfully employed under- 

ground building, a viable alternative for a 

campus running out of space above-ground. 
Or, if a building must be built, perhaps it 

could be built as the Dahlgren Medical Library 
was. This facility can actually support an ad- 

ditional floor being built on top, in case ex- 

pansion should prove necessary one day. It 

certainly would he worthwhile for the Uni- 
versity to invest some time and money into 
researching such alternatives, rather than to 

invest first into what could prove to be a real 

eyesore on campus and a point of contention 
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The “Pro-Life is not Just for Pulpits 
Anymore” Plaque goes to the Arch- 
diocese of Los Angeles. These holy 
people decided not to refer homeless 

women to a shelter run by a sister who 

was one of the signers of an October 

ad about abortion. I was homeless, and 

you told me I shouldn’t vote pro- 

choice. 

C&S reiterates its whine about the 

ICC clocks, with a special sneer to 
professors who time classes by them. 
They can result in classes running 
more than ten minutes overtime. 
Georgetown gives snow days when 

hell freezes over. Sadly, hell didn’t, 

but much of Village A did. The Ray- 

burn Building Award goes to those 
who designed the metal stairs—which 

no one cleared. The same standards,   unfortunately, prevailed throughout 

campus. 
A sincerely impressed cheer to Jim 

Caulfield, the GUTS bus driver who 

helped a man being attacked on the 

street. Good work! 
Steak and cheese dinners at Marriott 

have earned contented cheers from 

the cafeteria crowd. Less fortunate 
souls who rely on the Cafe continue to 
suffer the malfunctions of the toaster. 

For this, Cafe management gets a sneer 

and a soggy microwaved bagel. 

Next door, a St. John’s t-shirt to the 
Pub for closing on Saturday and Sun- 
day afternoons, especially with all the 

great college hoops being played. 
The “Reach Out and Punch Some- 

one” snarl is well-earned by C&P 

Telephone which now seems prepared 

Cheers and Sneers 
to repair only those phones belonging 
to third-generation AT&T share- 

holders. 

A cheer to the Economics Depart- 
ment for calling in an outside eval- 
uator to advise them. Half a cheer as 
well for the nifty sign saying “Coffee 
is 20¢ — Please sign sheet or pay.” 
Evidently, Microtheory begins at 
home. 

The “Behind Door Number Two” 

prize goes to those who locked one of a 
set of double doors, leaving the Hoya 

voyager to guess which will be opened 
for that half-hour. 

Last, C&S thanks all contributors to 

this soap-box. All donations are wel- 
come and may be left in The HOYA'’s 

mail slot.     
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR 
  

Apartheid Debate 
  

To the Editor: 

As he demonstrated in his editorial 
last week, John Graf is confused and 
not even very well-informed when it 
comes to the anti-apartheid movement. 

First, I wonder how he sees the 
protests outside the South African 

embassy as a threat to South Africa’s 
sovereignity. He has confused the 

exercise of free speech with some 
imagined illegitimate “coercion” of the 
South African government. The pro- 

testors are not against South Africa, 

nor are they even anti-Afrikaaner. 
True, their goal is to see a change in 
South Africa's enforced white suprem- 
acy in a country where blacks out- 
number whites by more than a thou- 
sand to one. But they recognize that it 

is wrong to sit by and let the evil of 

apartheid carry on unopposed. 
Second, I don’t understand how Graf 

can call the protestors” means “illegit- 
imate’ and “questionable,” ‘let alone 

“ill-conceived.” Considering that 

there’s nothing either illegitimate, ques- 

tionable or ill-conceived about petition- 
signing, boycotting, peacefully demon- 

strating with a permit to do so and 
campaigning by phone and mail, Graf 
is dead wrong in his description of the 
movement as coercion. Their exercise 
of free speech, besides being legitimate, 
is even more important in light of the 
fact that blacks in South Africa are 
denied the right to do so for them- 
selves. The protestors do not oppose 

apartheid because it’s “not the way we 
like it,” but because it’s an ¢It’s not 

that anti-apartheid protestors are ad- 
vocates of US intervention, either in 

South Africa, or that they ought to be 
on all issues in order to be consistent. 

The only consistency that the protes- 
tors could be answerable to, would be 

to their own convictions, | would say, 

if .anyone were answerable to John 
Graf's judgment of intentions. 

; Anne Connolly 

CAS 85 
  

Orangeman Speaks Out 
  

To the Editor: 
I wish there was an adequate way to 

apologize to the Hoyas’ basketball 
team for the behavior displayed by. 
Syracuse University fans on January 

28 at the Carrier Dome. Throwing 
oranges at the players, directed at 
Patrick Ewing, it seems, is dangerous 
and inexcusable. 

There were many of us in the Dcme 
who were glad to see Coach Thompson 
pull his players off the floor. We were 

also happy that our coach, Jim 
Boeheim, got on the P.A. and said he 

would ask for a technical foul if the 
language and projectiles continued. 

It’s too bad that some of us can’t 
enjoy the beauty of basketball played 

by Patrick, his teammates, and even 
our own players. Patrick showed us 
some class that night. Maybe we should 

take our cue from him. 
Mike Mullins 

Camillus, NY 13031 
  

Kudos for Entrepreneurs 
  

To the Editor: 

Quin Hillyer’s article in last week's 
HOYA (“Young Entrepreneurs Show 

Student Worth”) was both interesting 
and timely. As a friend of Howie 
Isaacson’s, the subject of the article, I 

know that he is a fine example of what 

students can do when they put their 

talents to work. More importantly, he 
is a clear symbol of what so many 

students on campus now know: the 

best-run organizations at Georgetown 
University are those led by students. 

The Corp, the Credit Union and the 

most successful clubs on campus have 

often succeeded despite the school 
administration, rather than with its 

direct aid. Further, as President of the 
Association of Collegiate Entrepre- 
neurs, G.U. Chapter (A.C.E.), I have 

seen many students who run their own 

businesses at Georgetown, while main- 

taining good grades and contributing 
to other clubs or sports teams. In fact, 
we believe that hundreds of students 
right here have this potential, and 
A.C.E. is dedicated to bringing out 

and developing the entrepreneur in 
everyone. In a year when Peter Uebbe- 

roth was named “Man of the Year” by 
TIME Magazine for “symbolizing the 
entrepreneurial spirit in America.” it 

Tune into WGTB 
To the Editor: 

Todd Robinson’s heart was in the 
right place with his review of The 
Waterboys’ A Pagan Place, but his 
ears were in the wrong place. The 

Waterboys, REM, The Hoodoo Gurus, 
Husker Du, and Run DMC are well 

appreciated and often played on 

WGTB 690 AM. The lack of airplay 
for these critically acclaimed bands on 
the CHR dominated Washington dial 
is the reason behind our Morning (7:30 

to Noon) and Evening (6:00 to 2:00) 
Alternative formats. WGTB plays the 
best of the new and innovative bands 
which might otherwise go unheard. 

Andy Law 

Program Director, WGTB 

  

  

is time that the administration and 
perhaps our own Student Association 

begin supporting the individual and 
group enterprises that abound at 

Georgetown, if one only takes the time 
to look. Students always have been 
and always will be the #1 resource of 

this university. When the administra- 
tion impedes business moves by The 

Corp, and GUSA merely echoes the 
administration’s will, then we are failing 
to make use of that resource. George- 

town has great students, but it will 

only become a great university when 

they are allowed to prove it. 

Dennis Andres 
SES °87 

President, Assoc. of Collegiate 
Entrepreneurs (A.C.E.) 

To the Editor: ; 
John Graf’s Viewpoint piece on the 

demonstrations at the South African 
embassy described the protestors’ at- 
titude toward the Republic’s policy of 
apartheid this way: 

“If they don’t do it the way we like 
it, then by God, we'll make them 
change it.” I submit that, in fact, this 

rather petulant attitude—what he 

terms “ethnocentrism” —does not un- 
derlie anyone’s opposition to apartheid. 

Instead, the justification for such dem- 

onstrations rests on the two motiva- 
tions basic to most attempts to influ- 
ence the behavior of a non-Communist 
country. Generally stated, those moti- 
vations are strategic and moral. 

First, there are compelling strategic 
reasons to try and bring about the end 
of apartheid. If Graf had a better 
grasp of the importance of South 
Africa to the Western world he might 
not be so willing to accept a “bloody 
revolution” as “South Africa’s choice.” 

Southern Africa is of great importance 
to Western security. This importance 
derives from its command of the Cape 
sed route and the abundance of a large 

number of strategically important min- 
erals. It is in the US national interest 

- to have a South Africa friendly toward 
the West. This does not imply, or 
advocate, support for the status quo; it 
merely states the obvious. Successful 

violent revolution would almost cer- 
tainly install a government cool to the 
US. Though secure for the forseeable 
future, the Republic is an inherently 
unstable system. A reference to similar 

modern examples (e.g. Burundi, Liber- 
ia, Rhodesia) shows that the rate of 

survival for such polities is very low. 
Absent reform, the system will become 

progressively more difficult to main- 

tain. If apartheid continues, the days 
of the current regime—of Western 

influence in Southern Africa—are 
numbered. 
When presented with a state of affairs 
that is, in Graf's words, “morally im- 
possible to justify,” the American psy- 

che senses an imperative to try and 
change that state of affairs any way 
possible. I am truly baffled that Graf 
can clearly diagnose the injustice and 

immorality of apartheid in one sen- 
tence, and add in the next that it is 

iegitimate to try and coerce change 

from the perpetrators of that policy. 
If Graf doesn’t think black South 

Africans would welcome such “inter- 

ference in their affairs,” I suggest he 
ask Desmond Tutu or Winnie Mandela 
their opinion of the Reagan adminis- 
tration’s “quiet diplomacy” (where is 
“that American sound” when the world 
really needs it?). 

John M. Hillebrecht 

CAS 85 
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Deroy Murdock and Matthew Elderfield 
  

Politically Opposed Housemates Wrestle 
Over Strategic Arms Control Policy 

Editor's Note: Murdock and Elderfield manage to 
share living space in the same apartment. This new 

“debate” format will be repeated several times this 
semester. 

Murdock: As America prepares to talk arms 
with the Soviets in March, we must ask ourselves, 
“What's in it for us?” After all, any agreement we 
reach with the Soviets must bolster our national 
security interests. The United States seems to have 

little to gain and much to lose in the upcoming talks 

with Moscow. 

There are primarily three reasons for this sobering 
outlook: First, the Soviets do not negotiate in good 
faith. Second, the USSR is notorious for violating 
the agreements they make with the West. Finally, a 
“reverse linkage” or “decoupling” exists which causes 

America to ignore Soviet atrocities and misdeeds so 

as not to “spoil the atmosphere” for negotiations. 
In short, the Geneva talks offer America a golden 

opportunity to chat with an insincere USSR which 
will ignore the ‘treaties we agree to as we close our 

eyes to their misbehavior. What's in it for us? 
Precious little. : 

Elderfield: There is no alternative to arms control, 

including the imminent negotiations at Geneva. Of 
this there can be no doubt. Nuclear weapons at 
present provide the potential to extinguish the human 
race. This is unacceptable. We cannot conceive of 
the Geneva talks merely as bolstering our security as 

Americans; they are a step in ensuring our survival 
as human beings. Without the talks, there will 

continue the trend towards further destabilizing 
arms, such as the intermediate missiles in Europe 
that are a mere ten-minutes from their targets. . 

On the most basic level, it is immoral to have our 

“security” based on Mutually Assured Destruction. 
Furthermore, economic considerations make nego- 
tiations desirable: six percent of the planetary prod- 

uct is spent annually on armaments. In the United 
States, part of these resources could be spent on 
strengthening our conventional forces or curing 

unemployment. What's in it for us? The prospect of 
a world free from fear. And more. 

Murdock: Yes, Matthew, nuclear weapons could 
vaporize humanity. But how do we prevent nuclear 
arms from ‘going off around the world like mush- 
rooms sprouting up through a forest lawn? Unfor- 
tunately, the USSR is not sincere about arms control. 
To them “a treaty is a means of gaining strength” not 
stability or equality. Moreover, the USSR has shown 

. a “selective disregard for its international arms con- 
trol duties,” according to the State Department and 
has broken the ABM, SALT I and II treaties. And 
more. | 

There is an alternative to arms control: modern- 

ization of our nuclear and conventional forces to 
deter Soviet aggression. Second, the diabolical MAD 

doctrine should be replaced with President Reagan's 
space-based shield against nuclear missiles. 

Your “world free from fear,”- Matthew, can be 
much better guaranteed by a superior US deterrent 
and protection by a spaced-based defense than by a 
slip of paper signed by Ronald Reagan and the 
Kremlin's President de jour. 

Elderfield: Deroy, 1 can imagine your argument 
being discussed in the 1950s: let’s build more weapons 
‘and we'll be safer! The fact is that after 30 years of 
more nuclear weapons, we are not safer. 

‘The viability of arms control with the Soviets 
cannot be dismissed so casually. Can we expect the 
“hawks” within the Soviet establishment to sit by as 
we increase our arms stockpiles and reject nego- 
tiations? I think not: these hardliners would have 
their positions strengthened at the expense of those 
Soviets who believe in peaceful co-existence. 

Soviet arms control violations;are debatable, while, 
alternately, as the Harvard Nuclear Study Group has 
pointed out, “there has been a gradual improvement 
in Soviet willingness to provide (verification) infor- 
mation, even to negotiate details of on-site inspec- 
tions.” Besides being necessary, arms talks are viable, 
as illustrated by the willingness of Presidents Truman 
through Carter to conclude one. They also under- 

stood the economic costs, Deroy, which you have 
failed to mention. . 

Murdock: Two plus two equals four, and there 

are no “hawks and doves” fighting in the Kremlin, 
Matthew. Soviet leaders live by Nikita Kruschev’s 
words to America: “We will bury you!” Where were 
the Soviet doves when KAL 007 was shot down? 
When Afghanistan was invaded? When Pope John 
Paul II was shot? When Moscow used detente to 
conduct its military buildup? The USSR’s hawks 
committed these crimes without a peep from the 
mythical doves. Meanwhile, the West stood by 
flaccidly, hoping arms talks could continue. (This is 
an example of the “decoupling” I mentioned above.) 

Yes, Presidents Truman through Carter cut deals 
with Moscow. Similarly, Neville Chamberlain 
squeezed a treaty out of Hitler. It is not the agree- 

ment, Matthew, but its contents we praise or 

condemn. 
Finally, you want economics? The U.S. spends five 

to six percent of GNP on defense; the Soviets about 
15 percent. This is their arms race after all. 

Elderfield: Deroy, do you think your elaborate 
mathematical analogy demonstrates that all the 
members of the Soviet establishment are clones of 
Joseph Stalin? It is a dangerous fallacy to think that 
all Soviets are alike; this thinking presents obstacles 
to arms control from the beginning. 

As you have noted, the content of an arms control 
treaty is important. Doesn’t this mean we should 
attempt to negotiate useful contents and not reject 
talks from the start? The Test Ban Treaty helped 
preserve our environment, just as the ABM and 
SALT 1 treaties fenced off areas of destabilizing 
research; these are examples of treaties with useful 
“contents.” 

Have you so little faith in President Reagan that 
he cannot achieve any useful terms? As a result we 
could relieve our economy of the proposed defense 
spending which would comprise 30 percent of the 
budget and help reverse a proposed 27 percent 
decrease in student aid. 

Dan Jaffee 
\ 

Quin Hillyer 

Friday, February 8, 1985 

Viewpoint 

  

Photo by Michael Meyer 

Deroy Murdock, left, is a junior Government Major in the College and is 
Chairman of the Washington, D.C. Young Americans for Freedom. 

Matthew Elderfield, a sophomore International Affairs major in the School 
of Foreign Service, recently won the “Best Delegate” award at the Model 
U.N. meetings at Duquesne University and the University of Pennsylvania. 
  

Murdock: Soviet leaders may not be 
alike, but they act uniformly. Those 
who support the Kremlin's monolithic 
dictatorship are rewarded; those who 
dissent are dispensed with. 

The State Department reports that 
new Soviet radar systems blatantly vio- 
late the ABM and SALT I treaties. 
Also, by releasing prohibited amounts 

of radioactivity into the environment, 
the USSR also broke the Test Ban - 

Treaty. 
Given the bleak prospects for suc- 

cessful arms control, what do we do? 
e Build a space-based defense at 

once. Like a planetary bullet-proof- 
vest, the SDI can make nuclear war go 

the way of the dodo bird. 
e Beef up our conventional and nu- 

clear forces to deter Soviet bellicosity. 
¢ Halt trade and technological trans- 

fer with the USSR to stymie their 

military build-up. 
e Limited negotiations on moderniz- 

ing the “hotline” and preventing ac- 
cidental nuclear war have enjoyed 

some success and should continue. 
You see, Matthew. talk is cheap. 

But when talking arms with the Soviets, 

even America cannot afford the price 
they charge to speak with us. 

Elderfield: No matter what your 
conception of the Soviets is, it must be 
recognized that arms control negoti- 
ations are necessary; we cannot reject 
the upcoming Geneva talks before they 
start. 

If we ignore talks and continue the 
arms build-up, we must expect the 
consequences—that the USSR will 
increase its stockpiles in return. This 
is certainly not the road to a secure 
world. 

It is possible to have productive 
negotiations. Even if you take a cynical 
view of the Soviets and treaties, one 
must recognize that past agreements 
have had positive aspects. At the very 

- least, talking reduces tension between 
the superpowers. However, President 
Reagan's envoys shouldn't go/ to 
Geneva with this minimal view; they 
should bargain hard and hope for the 
best. 3; i 3 

As our past leaders have seen, arms 
“control is economically wise and mor- 
ally imperative. To quote our President 
de jour,” “If not now, when? If not us, 
who?” Indeed. 

Hoya Paranoia Part II: Is the Team Assimilated or Separated? 
Saying the Georgetown Hoyas are 

one of the best basketball teams in the 
country is not a very controversial 
statement. On the other hand, when I 
propose that the Georgetown Hoyas 
are not winning the way they are 

supposed to, eyebrows begin to raise. 
= Oh, I know you'll tell me how they 

beat UNLV and DePaul by margins of 

36 and 20 points respectively, that 
Patrick Ewing is the best amateur 

basketball palyer on the planet, and 

that Michael Jackson is probably the 

most underrated point guard in the 
NCAA, and I will quickly agree. 

By saying the team is not winning 
the way it is supposed to, I am not 

looking at its win-loss record; I do not 
even have to attend a game to make 

that statement, although I did attend 

23 Hoya games last season. What I am 

referring to is the deflated basketball 
in Coach John Thompson's office. It 
symbolizes the worth of a basketball 
once an athlete’s playing days are over: 

it becomes just another piece of lea- 
ther. 

Coach Thompson is committed to 
making his players student-athletes. 
At the end of four years they will have 
earned their diplomas and completed 

their educations. However, that educa- 

tion will be incomplete. 
They will have their formal class- 

room education, but that is only half 
the education college life has to offer. 
The other half, the equally important 
half, is learned through interacting 
with one’s peers and the outside world. 
The ability to communicate with others 
is an invaluable skill that is tested 

throughout one’s life. If the Hoyas 

remain separated from the heart of the 

Georgetown campus, its students, then 
they will enter their adult lives lacking 

~ Campus Opinion/Q 
Yes, I do believe the basketball team is 

too separate from campus because I don’t 

see the players much and I feel like they're 
not really a part of campus life. But I can 
understand now, because of all the publicity 
they get, they might be too busy to get 
involved in campus activities. 

Jean McHugh 
CAS 88 

  

this fundamental quality. 

Ever since day-one the Hoyas have 
been separated from the rest of the 
Georgetown cmapus. When I received 
my Freshman Register containing pic- 
tures of my fellow freshmen I searched 
in vain for Michael Jackson, Horace 
Broadnax, Victor Morris, and David 

Wingate. As my first semester went 

by, 1 discovered where these four 
freshmen lived, down on 1st New South 

with each other. The seed was planted. 
From then on it became obvious that 
they were not just Georgetown stu- 
dents, they were a separate entity. 

At Notre Dame a concerted effort is 
made to disperse their student-athletes 

throughout the campus in each of the 
dorms, preferably pairing them with a 
non-athlete roommate. Ths immedi- 

ately creates a healthy atmosphere 
by mixing the student-athletes with 
the whole of the student body. At 

the University of Iowa the entire 
Men's Basketball Team goes to sorority 
houses for dinner each season. 

At Indiana University, the home of 
the "76 and '81 National Champions, 
many of the ballplayers socialize on 
campus by coaching intramural basket- 
ball teams. Further, the UCLA basket- 
ball team, winners of 10 National 

Championships in 12 years, runs 
through a section of students, slapping 
hands, in a symbolic gesture, before 
beginning pre-game warm-up drills. 

More often than not, Georgetown 

players do not even attend their own 
pep rallies, as evidenced by last Satur- 
day night's playerless “Roast the Razor- 

backs” bonfire. 

The causes of this separation be- 
tween the basketball team and the rest 
of the campus are hard to pin down. It 

I think it is probably an unfortunate 
unecessity to keep the team separate from 
the rest of campus given the media attention 
the athletes have. 

David Crockett 
CAS 85 

  

may be that the paranoia the Hoyas 
have for the press carries over to the 
student body. It could be that the 
situation is just as much the students’ 
fault as it is-anyone else’s. The George- 
town students may act differently to- 
wards the players, forcing them to 
socialize amongst themselves. Maybe 
the reason why they are kept separate 
is that they are the best team in the 
nation and therefore are celebrities. 
But they put their shoes on one foot at 
a time just like we do, so why the big 
fuss? 

Although the seed of separation has 
been growing for several years now, it 
is not too late to uproot this weed. 
Coach Thompson should lift the press 
barrier and allow the players to be 
interviewed by the school papers and 
the school radio station. By attending 
student functions whenever time per- 

mits and appearing generally interested 
in whether or not the students support 
the team, the gap that has been created 
can be closed. 

‘If no attempts are made to make the 
students and the student-athletes a 
homogenous group, then the Hoyas 
will be in for a rude awakening after 
matriculating into society. The pedestal 
they were placed on in college will no 
longer be there for them to stand on. 
The education they missed by not 
meshing with the student population 
will prove to be a large hurdle on the 
road leading to the world where the 
basketballs are deflated. For out there 

.a successful life is not measured in 
points per game, but rather in how 
well you adjust to being a member of 
society. : 

Dan Jaffee is a junior in the Business 

School. 

« Doyou think the men’s basketball 
® team istoo separate from campus life 

I don’t think they're too separated. They 

have brought a lot of good to this school, 

and whatever Coach Thompson feels is 
best for them is best for the team and for 
the school. 

Jeff Proctor 

SES 88 

  

  

  

So much has been written about the 
paranoia and reclusivity that seem to 
be hallmarks of Georgetown’s basket- 

ball program that one would think 
Coach Thompson was creating a group 
of snarling anti-social automatons. This 
is far from the truth. 

The most obvious refutation of the 
charge is the impressive records of 
graduates from Thompsons’ program, 
among whom are numbered a financial 
executive, a priest, and jan Assistant 
Athletic Director. 
The critics argue, however, that the 

principle remains: Georgetown play- 

  
> 

  

As long as the team keeps winning, it 
doesn’t really matter whether they're sep- 
arated or not. 

Don McLaughlin 
SES 86 

Compiled by 
Michael Meyer 

ers sheltered from friend and foe alike 

can only be hurt by the resulting 
mistrustful attitude instilled in them. 

While that principle itself may be 
‘refutable, it matters little if the under- 
lying assumption is incorrect. While 

little doubt exists that the Hoyas are 
sheltered from the press to an unusual 
extent, the suggestion that they are 
somehow forced to separate them- 
selves from their fellow students is 
unfounded. ; 

Each year, the freshmen players all 
live on Ist New South, which only 

Photo by Tom Gorman 

John Graf and 

They do tend to hang around with them- 
selves, but that’s necessary for the team in 

how they practice, and how they study. I 
see them at parties on the weekends some- 

times— they're not too separate from most 
of campus. 

James O'Hara 

CAS 88 

  

happens to be the largest male dorm 
floor on campus. That seems as good a 
way as any to provide opportunities 
for them to meet as many of their 
fellow students as possible. 

~ From freshman year on, though, they 
must live only with teammates or 
managers. This, say the critics, is a 
terrible imposition. Hogwash! While 
other coaches may think differently, 
John Thompson is apparently of the 
opinion that living together helps team 
spirit and the ability to work with 
another, both off-court and on. Judging 
from their on-court camaraderie and 
performance, one can not fault Thomp- 
son here. 

Besides, are not athletes at many 

other schools forced to live in separate 
athletic dormitories? If anything, life 
in Village A, Copley, and Henle Village 
is more likely to involve communica- 
tions with fellow students. go 

Then there are classes, the most 
common meeting ground of all 
Georgetown players go to classes. 
Those that do not attend classes do 
not stay four years. That record is 
clear. : 

Still, some students complain, the 

members of the country’s best colle- 
giate basketball team do not frater- 
nize with their classmates. Aw, shucks. 

So we can not all go home and brag 
that Patrick Ewing is our best buddy. 
How many of you in Henle or Village 
A even know everyone in the three 
closest apartments to you, much less 
all 5400 undergraduate students? 

People forget how natural it is to 
spend leisure time, by choice, with 
those who share the same deep com- 
mitment to an endeavor, whether it be 
athletic, political, commercial, or what- 

ever. I know that in high school I had 
a tendency to shift leisure companions 
with the shifts in sporting seasons, find- 
ing more in common with my soccer 
teammates in the winter than some of 
the cross country teammates with 
whom I spent the autumn months. 

If the Hoyas make fewer appear- 
ances at the Pub or at Spring Weekend 
than the average student, it probably 
means that spending the combined to- 
tal of a couple of months a year on the 
road and practicing hard enough to be 
the best puts inordinate pressure and 
time constraints on them. Few students 
will ever know the tension Ralph Dal- 
ton described in an interview when he 
and his teammates had to take mid- 

terms the day before final exams be- 
gan. 

As a member of the campus press, I 
resent my paper's inability to interview 
Patrick Ewing at all in four years, but 
as a student I empathize with his need 
for time to himself. A conversation 
with anyone as outgoing as a Gene 
Smith, Bill Martin, or Ralph Dalton 

will show even the most severe doubter 
that John Thompson's system does not 
create surly automatons. Instead, it 
helps mold winners in every sense of 
the word. 

Quin Hillyer, a junior Government 
and Theology double major in the 
College, is Viewpoint Editor of The 
HOYA.  
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A familiar sight tor many ay students, Safeway may provide one with an unexpected adventure. 

Daily Drama Between the Aisles 
  

by Maura Siobhan Griffin 
HOY A Assistant Features Editor 
  

Grocery shopping is a dreaded ex- 
cursion. It can be a chore. But grocery 
shopping can be an adventure. You 
must let loose your imagination and 
talent when you walk through the 
automatic doors. Lively tales of what 
the other shoppers are like can create 

.a soap opera of sorts. Your shopping 
will fly. 

Slowly peruse the aisles, looking for 
spies, celebrities, government officials, 

and the like. Follow one. As you are 
filling the cart with items from your 

own list, notice what Mister X ahead of 
you tosses. into his cart. This can be 
quite revealing. Observation must be 
done without attracting attention to 

yourself. Never mind the hurried, angry 

other shoppers frantically shoving past 
you for the Safeway Special of the 
Week. They are actually shopping, 
their weekly chore. For you, shopping 

is simply a guise. You need not let 
their chore interfere with your plea- 
sure. : 

Are Swanson dinners, instant oat- 
meal, and Spaghetti-Os thrown into a 
cart? That person is certainly no gour- 

met and obviously lives by himself. 
Mr. Microwave wants convenient 
foods, the quick-fix meals. Check for 
signs of malnutrition. 

Is enough food bought for a week, 
or a month? Stocking up could mean 
he is keeping someone hostage, has 

many friends, or feeds his dog well. 

  
College Party Week Includes: 

e Round trip jet flight from New York or 
Boston. Add $20 from Baltimore; 
$40 from Philadelphia. 

e 7 nights in Bermuda. Choice of lodging. 

» Full breakfast and dinner daily with 
choice of menu (with hotel meal 
package). 

* Fully equipped kitchenettes (with deluxe 
apartment complexes). 

The Cornucopia Cart could be a warn- 
ing of the paranoid with a bomb shelter 
in the basement. “Pass me the 72 
ounce size, please,” this person can be 
heard to say. 

Exotic fruits mean excitement. Fol- 
low the mango man. This subtle squee- | 

zer of fruit may inform his shopping 
companion of his knowledge. “Did 
you know, dahling, that grenadine is 

produced from the juice of pomegran- 
ates?” 
The Diet Shopper picks from the 

vegetable section, the cart filled with 
fourteen frozen Lean Cuisines. Only 
the guilty, furtive glances give away 

the half-gallon of Cookies 'n Cream 
hidden at the bottom of the cart. Point 
this out to your friends. 

With a calculator strapped to the 
belt, the Generic Shopper computes 
price versus servings per package. This 

shopper lurks in the white aisle of 
no-name products. He is hiding from 
his friends. No brand is favored in the 
monochromatic cart. 

For fun, form arbitrary rules and 
random generalizations; the farther 
fetched the better. Stick to them. For 
example, say that any woman who 
buys Lux dishwashing detergent cheats 
on her income tax. Any many who 

buys Jiff chunky peanut butter has sex 
on his mind constantly. The buyer of 
caffeine-free, sugar-free Coke is cer- 
tainly a government worker. 

Ripping the plastic produce bags off 
with one hand, successfully, means 
Mister X is a seasoned shopper. Two 

* Bermuda College Weeks sponsored by 
the Department of Tourism. Free beach | 
parties, dances, barbeque lunches, live * 
rock bands, harbour cruises. 

* Round trip transfers between Bermuda 
airport and your accommodations. 

e Discount moped rentals available. 

* On location professional tour escorts. 

Don’t miss out on the trip of the year! 
Send your deposit today. 

hands mean a cautious type. When the 
entire roll falls to the ground and 
speeds towards the potatoes, molting 
24 bags along the way, you are looking 
at a helpless klutz. It could prove 
amusing to follow this person down 
the aisles if the pattern continues. 

Watching any soap opera, you must 
have munchies, and this episode of Gen- 
eral Grocery is no exception. Wheel 
your cart over to the bin-barrel goodies 
and select your favorite. Carob covered 
almonds are usually considered the 
best choice for shopping, but this is a 
difficult decision and may take several 
minutes. (You only pay for what is left 
of the bag when you reach the regis- 
ter.) 

Look at clothing. This can be another 
basis of your investigations. Clothes 
are second only to actions as a source 
of developing characters. A woman 
wearing hot-pink spandex pants with 
a sequined top is easy to cast in a role. 
So is the man walking with her in a big 
hat. The man in the business suit 
requires more imagination. There is 
much creative potential in the ubiqui- 
tous suit because they all look the 
same. You create the character. Mister 
Business Suit could be a conniving 
sneak who cheats on his wife, or a man 
who would not steal a two-cent piece 
of candy. Your imagination gives him 
any role. 

Have fun with your personal drama, 
but beware what you put in your cart. 
And please, do not squeeze the Char- 

min. 

  

TRIP DATES AND PRICES 
  

  

  

  

Feb Mar Mar Mar Mar Mar Apr Apr Apr Apr 
Lodging 23 2: 9 16.23 30 6 13.20 27 

Guesthouse $299 $299 $299 $299 $299 $299 - $299 $299 $299 $299 
Deluxe Apartment Complexes 319 319. 3197" 319: 319 319 319319. .319 319 
Mermaid Beach without meals 369 369 369 369 369 369 369 369 369 369 
Mermaid Beach with meals 509 509 509 509 509 509 509 509 509 509 

May May May May Jun Jun Jun Jun Jun 
Lodging 4 11 18 25 1 8 15 2.29 

Guesthouse 359-359 359 1.359 359. 359 359 359 359 
Deluxe Apartment Complexes 399 399 399 399 399 399 399 399 399 ‘ 
Mermaid Beach without meals 449 449 449 449 449 449 449 449 449 
Mermaid Beach with meals 589 589 589 589 589 589 589 589 589 
  

All prices plus 15% tax & services ¢ $25 price increase is now in effect and must be added 
to above prices. 

FINE 
  

  
  

    

  

  

  

  

INTER TE HOLIDAYS 501 Madison Avenue, New York, NY 10022 ¢ (212) 355-4705 

Enclosedis$____ ($50 deposit per person) Today’s date 

Flight desired from _ cL 

Trip Departure Date School 

Check One: [] Guesthouse ,[ Deluxe Apartment Complexes [ Hotel without meals [] Hotel with meals 

LAST NAME Ms/Mr First Age 

Address Campus Rep/Office 
City 

State Zip 

Phone   

      

  

  

by Maura Siobhan Griffin 
HOYA Assistant Features Editor 

333-5029 
  

Shiraz 

3251 Prospect St. 
in Georgetown Court 

Shiraz is a city in the southwest of 
Persia famous for its romantic flow- 

new restaurant in Georgetown. The 
romance and flowers have not been 

left in the. Middle East, however. 
Energetic tulips abound on’ all the 
tables. The lights dim; the candles 
glimmer. With prices catered to stu- 
dents, Shiraz is Georgetown's most 
amorous spot. 

The room is surprisingly small. 
But the subtle Persian touches such 

as paintings, a silver urn in the corner, 
and an oriental rug draped comfor- 
tably over a bench create a cozy, 
rather than cramped, atmosphere. 
Large windows with lacy curtains 
broaden the room. 

Shiraz has yet to obtain the license 
to serve alcohol, but it is projected 
for next month. A Persian beverage 

doogh, a natural yogurt soda, along     

- barley, with 

ers. Shiraz is also a captivating little 

with the standard soda fare, are of- 
fered at present. 

The menu selection is small and 

specialized. Appetizers range in price 
from $1.75 to $2.50. The soup of the 
particular day was a hearty beef and 

“secret” Persian addi- 
tions. It was warming, with a slight 
aftertaste of spice. The nahn panir 
sabzi is a basket of lavash bread, feta 

cheese, and fresh mint, radishes, 

watercress, and scallions. The cheese 

  

Restaurant Review 
  

"are Persian: 

and herbs are to be rolled up in the 
thin, flexible lavash bread. It is a’ 
refreshing alternative to a salad; 
however, it can be somewhat clumsy. 

‘ Perhaps, not the choice for a first 
date. 

Two of the three salads offered 
the Shirazi and the 

Oloviah. The Shirazi consists of cu- 

cumbers, tomatoes, and onion, with 

the chef's dressing. Melded once 
again with “secret” spices, this fan- 

tastic dressing is on all the salads. 
ps 
     

Romance and Creative Cuisine 
Highlight New Persian Cafe’ 

The Olovieh salad is composed of 
“chicken, potatoes, eggs, pickles, peas, 
and mayonnaise. A green salad is 

~ also served with all the entrees. 

Kabab is the central spoke on 
which the entrees revolve. Each en- 
tree is served with plenty of fluffy 
rice and a broiled tomato. A shaker 
of somagh i is on the table to sprinkle 
on the rice to add an interesting sour 
flavor. Prices start at $5.95 for ground 
beef kabab (Chelo Kabab Koubideh) 

‘and reach $8.75 for fillet of beef 
(Chelo Kabab Soultani). Marinated 
chicken and lamb kebabs round out 
the middle-priced entees; lamb is 
their specialty. 
Why they serve baklava at a Per- 

sian restaurant is uncertain, but a 
pudding-like dessert called masghuti 
is bonafide. This is not for the un- 
initiated, but worth trying. Served 
cold with a saffron topping, this white 
custard will not hit the spot of a 
chocolate lover. Ice cream with fresh 
fruit is also available, but save the 
sweet-tooth for Steve's. Go and enjoy 
the ambiance and the ample, robust 
food that Shiraz bestows 

Photo b 

Shiraz, which recently opened in Gooroeionn; features such Persian specialties as natural yogurt soda, herb 
breads, and pudding desserts. 

fichael Meyer 
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Graduate Management 
Study in Israel 
Boston University and 
Ben-Gurion University of the Negev 

Master of Science in 

Management 
Full-time study in Israel — 
One year program taught in English 
Full Campus facilities 

Learn about this exciting educational 
venture at the open meeting 

Thursday, February 14 — 7-9 p.m. 
George Washington University 
Student Union Building 
Marvin Center, Room 414 
800 21st Street, N.W. 
Washington, D.C. 

Refreshments will be served. 
For information about the open meeting 
and a copy of the Program Booklet call: 
617/353-2987 
or write: 

Director, Graduate Program in Israel 
Boston University Metropolitan College 
755 Commonwealth Avenue 
Boston, Massachusetts 02215 

  

The SCOPE 

wants you. 

Drop off your tips in 

The HOYA office 

by 3 p.m. Sunday.     

  
  

WE'VE ! 
GOT 

IT ALL | 
THE BEST i 

SPRING BREAK ! 
VACATION 
PACKAGES 
Check brochure desired. 

from 

( Ft.Lauderdale$239* | 
- {hotel only from $79} 

from 

s249+ | 
from 

$279* | 
from 

5350+} 

[| Bahamas 

=
 _ Puerto Rico 

Includes: 

* Round-Trip Airfare 
* Airport-Hotel Transfers 
e 7 Nights Hotel Lodging 
¢ College Week Activities 

In Bermuda/Bahamas 

(Dances, Parties, Music, 

Sports) 

8 2 50! Madison Avenue 
Fr ! New York, NY 10022 

i 212-355-4705 
TE HOLIDAYS 

  

Name 

Address 

i School... 

City State Zip 
* Plus 15% tax and services. Prices based on i 

L departures from N.Y. Supplements apply “J 
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by Richard McSorley, S.J. 

Special to The HOYA T
T
T
 

  
“You were with us before down 

here!” said the policewoman as I was 

brought into the central D.C. lockup 
on Indiana Ave. “Yes, I was.” This 

time I accompanied thirty Georgtown 

students arrested Friday, February 1, 

for anti-apartheid demonstrating at the 
South African Embassy. 

On the bus ride to the demonstra- 

tion I sat beside Dan Flynn (CAS ’85). 

“How did you get interested in this?” I 
asked. “Last year 1 was hitchhiking 

across Japan and had a chance to visit 

Hiroshima. That experience helped me 
realize better what the people suffered 
there. After I saw Hiroshima, my un- 

derstanding of what a nuclear weapon 

does is much more real. From that 
experience, I have a deeper sympathy 

for human suffering anywhere. So, I 

decided to be a part of this.” 
“Will this be your first arrest?” 

“Yes.” 

From the G-2 bus we walled to the 
Bethel Baptist Church where we were 

to join one hundred or more other 

D.C. college students. Susie Lobo (SLL 
'87) and Abigail McKenna (CAS '87) 

walked with me. 
“Have you ever been arrested be- 

fore?” I asked. 
“No, it will be our first experience.” 
“How about you?” Susie asked. 
“1 can remember about six times.” 
“Where?! 

“In the U.S. Capitol, at the Soviet 
Mission in New York and at other 
places. I started in the Philippines as a 
prisoner of war for three years and 
three months.” 

“How was it?” 
x I felt very old talking to sophomores 

about WW IL. 

} Inside the Bethel Baptist Church, 
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i . Randall Robinson, coordinator of the 

Free South Africa movement told us 
this was the twentieth anniversary of 

t the start of the sit-ins for racial equality 
in Greensboro, N.C. He was happy to 
see black and white youth together 

- working for justice. He told us just 

what our program would be and what 
| we should experience. 
rE “The police are our friends, thank 

God! Not like it was in Greensboro 

(1963)! They know just what we are 

ot going to do and are mostly sympa- 
thetic. You will be arrested, hand- 

  

~The children of South Africa — can U.S. policy help their future? 

The Diary of a Protestor 
cuffed and taken to the lockup for 

processing. You will receive a citation 
that will require you to report to court 

later. This may take until midnight 
because we have the largest number 

(133) of arrests ever. This will bring 

the total number of arrests at the 
embassy to 787. Minors under 18 (there 
were 16) will need their parents pres- 
ent at the second precinct for their re- 
lease. They will go first and get out 

more quickly.” 
We reached the embassy at 3:30 

p.m. On the sidewalk. we joined sev- 

enty more GU students among the 400 
picketers. At the, sidewalk press con- 
ference, the student representative 
called this protest a part of the growing 
student movement building towards a 
National Day of Divestment on April 4. 

At 4:10 p.m. we passed the police 
blockade 500 feet from the embassy 

and proceeded to the embassy door. 
There, a student named Paul rang the 
bell and asked to see the ambassador. 

“Have you an appointment?” asked 

someone through the intercom. 
“When we were refused entrance, 

we began to sing, “We Shall Over- 

come.” While we sang, a policeman 

with a bullborn told us that we would 
be arrested unless we left. 

We continued to sing and were 

arrested one by one in a two-hour 
process. Each person was photographed 

with an arresting officer, handcuffed 
and then invited into a van or bus: The 

police were friendly and polite. So 
were we. 

During the two hour wait we stood 
in the cold rain. I met Dan Sheeran . 

(SFS ’88) and Eric Bode (SFS 88). For 
them, too, it was their first arrest. I 
rode in the paddy wagon with them to 

the jail. Dan told me that the policemen 
who processed him said, “We ought to 
be out on the street rounding up crim- 
inals, but you force us to be spending 
hours in here.” 

“Tell him to blame the U.S. gov- 
ernment and U.S. corporations for our 
presence here,” I told Dan. “Without 
U.S. support, the blacks of South 
Africa would be free today. As a 

policeman he is part of the problem — 
part of the U.S. that is in no position to 

complain.” 

“What do you think about our pro- 
gram for divestment?” Dan asked. “We 
asked George Houston about it. He 

said, “Georgetown would not lose 

  

Photo by Thomas Martinchek 

money if it moved its investments out 

of corporations that do business in 
South Africa, but he says that the 

move would hurt the blacks by causing 
loss of jobs.” 

The argument that it would hurt the 
blacks who work in the corporations is 
true, but it would do more good than 

harm—it would undo economic sup- 
port to the racist government that 

enslaves sixteen million people! With- 
out U.S. support, the blacks in South 
Africa could hope for a future free of 
racist domination.” 

While waiting in the rain, I also 
asked several freshmen what their 
majors would be. They replied that 

they were not certain. I suggested the 
Interdisciplinary Major in Peace Studies 
because it would fit in with their inter- 

est in justice. They were not aware of 
this major. 

Maurus Dolcich (CAS '87) came to 
the jail with a van at about 10:00 p.m. 
to give all thirty of us a ride home. He 
‘was part of our support group who 
purposely avoided arrest to transport 
us. “Georgetown is back!” said Maurus. 
He meant back to the political activi- 
ties of the 60's. 

Maurus echoed what Randali Rob- 
inson, veteran of the sit-ins of the 60’s 

had said, “The torch is passed. The 
future for people who seek freedom is 

in good hands.” 

  

by Thomas Martinchek 
HOYA Staff Writer 
  

The growing controversy surround- 

ing the Reagan Administration’s policy 
of “constructive engagement” towards 
South Africa is immediately apparent 
to Washingtonians. The protests which 
have become a daily routine outside 
the South African Embassy have ap- 
peared almost nightly on the local 
news. Groups, such as TransAfrica, 
which organize these protests, have 

come down strongly against Reagan's 
policy of seeking change in South 
Africa through continued economic 
links and “quiet diplomacy.” 

According to TransAfrica, the U.S. 
should make decisive policy changes 
in order to pressure the South African 
government into pursuing “real 
change.” Without this change in U.S. 
policy and consequent change in South 
‘African policy, South Africa will en- 
counter disastrous dissension. 

These assumptions generate various 
questions. First, what changes in U.S. 

policy (if any) can be made in an 
attempt to accelerate the rate of 

change in South Africa or to better 
reflect our nation’s commitment to 
racial equality? More importantly, how 
effective could new measures be in 

bringing about the desired ends? 
The central point of contention in 

the debate over U.S.-South African 
relations is, of course, the economic 

links which exist between the two 

countries, particularly the large degree 
of U.S. investment in South Africa. 
One can visit virtually any store in 

South Africa and immediately perceive 
the extent to which American com- 

panies have infiltrated the South Afri- 

can market. Products from such famil- 
iar companies as Gilette, Johnson & 
Johnson, and Colgate-Palmolive line 

the shelves of any shop. 

The more radical critics of present 
U.S. relations with South Africa would 
claim that the mere presence of Ameri- 
can firms in that country is a moral 
disgrace and suggests tacit approval of 

the racist system. Calls for the most 
drastic of economic sanctions—a com- 
plete pull-out of all U.S. companies— 
must be viewed with some skepticism. 

These same critics may be justified 
in their censure of other organizations. 
The South African government has, 

for instance, received loans from U.S. 
banks. The largest supplier of high- 
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HEART SEARCH 
February 11th - 17th 

FIND ONE OF OUR ‘PURPLE’ HEARTS 

HIDDEN IN THE RESTAURANT AND 

RECEIVE A SURPRISE 
Lunch or Dinner Specials 
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Apartheid: The U.S. Policy Dilemma 
tech computer systems to the South 
African government is a U.S. com-- 
pany. Clearly, transactions of this sort 
carry more disturbing implications and 
may be more readily deemed as a form 
of collaboration between U.S. firms 
and the government of South Africa. 

Those formulating a rational policy 
towards South Africa which includes 
economic sanctions would be com- 
pelled to distinguish between different 
companies according to the various 
roles they play in South African soci- 
ety. 

Full economic sanctions imposed on 
Rhodesia by the U.N. failed to have a 
sufficiently detrimental effect on that 
nation to bring about any change in 

policy. South Africa has also proven 
itself capable of skirting the U.N.- 
imposed arms embargo. Armscor, the 

state-owned arms manufacturer, now 
produces all major military equipment 
from tanks to modern Impala jet fight- 

ers. Even if South Africa cannot main- 
tain total self-sufficiency, sanction- 
busters will always be eager to deal 
with the Republic-in exchange for 
higher prices and payment in hard 
cash. 

Proponents of constructive engage- 
ment emphasize the inviability of eco- 
nomic sanctions while claiming that 
American companies are in fact posi- 
tive elements in South Africa. U.S. 
firms have the potential to be agents 
of chang in an unequal society such 
as Soth Africa's . 

The Sullivan Principles, for example, 

provide a guideline for the ethical 

conduct of American businesses in 
South Africa. Advocates of investment 

  

South African children at play. 

in South Africa point out that princi- 
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ples espoused in this document, such as 
equal pay for equal work and promo- 
tion of blacks into managerial positions, 
will serve to put American companies 
in the forefront of positive change in 
the South African economy. 

American policymakers have many 
options available to them short of the 
drastic and ineffectual implementation 
of economic sanctions. Certain sectors 
of American business such as those 
dealing with the South African govern- 
ment itself can be more carefully regu- 
lated. The Sullivan Principles, now vol- 

untary, can be made mandatory for all 
U.S. companies which could be closely 
monitored to ensure compliance. 
American companies can indeed in- 
fluence the labor policies of other 
companies in South Africa, and should 
be allowed to do so in the interest of 
black workers. 

In proposing a new South African 
policy, one must query the extent to 
which the U.S. can expect to influence 
the domestic policies of a sovereign 
nation. The point where “pressure” 
becomes “interference” is a vague one, 

but must be avoided. While many in 
the U.S. might like to prescribe a solu- 
tion to South Africa’s problems, it is 
the South Africans who are ultimately 
faced with this task. South Africans 
and their children must live with the 
consequences of any change, and 
should therefore be allowed to control 
their own future. As Americans we can 

only observe and hope a resolution can 
be reached —for South Africa's sake. 

The author, a senior in the College, 

spent a year studying at the Natal Uni- 
versity, Durban, South Africa. 

Third in a three-part series. 
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A great new book from HUMANinteraction 

Subtle winning ways to tell 

How TO 

rt Moro 
wists wistele if ‘you want a date for Friday. 

Nothing attracts people to each other 

like certain subtle signals. 

learn what they are and how to use 

.with CONFIDENCE to make some- 
one feel you're special. 

   

       

     
   

    

   
   
   

    
   
   

     

   

someone they like youl 

YOU can 

Benefit as 

   

  

    

      

   
    
    

    
     

     

    

      
     

  

  

Washington, D.C. 20007 you enjoy reading of the first-hand 

experiences of others, like yourself, 
& ” trying to attract someone they like. 
x 

No, you don't have to be beautiful, 

wealthy, popular or unique in any way 
- 

.these tested winning ways do work 
tf 

ha For everyone willing to try them, 
i 

We know How you feel about first encounters. Maybe $ou 
K are afraid to approach someone -- scared you will be 
a 

rejected, or worse yet, laughed at or put down. Per- 
| 8 haps you're missing your chance to meet someone that 

» F you find interesting because you don't know the right 
1 way to go about it. Worry no more. 

Ww "HOW TO FLIRT ON MONDAY" was written especially 
for you to overcome these fears and to give you 

or new self-assurance. Discover how to make shyness 

work for you. Know why "acting out of character" 

is always the wrong thing to do. Learn how to use 

the "verbal handshake" technique plus many more 

COPY SPECIAL! 
subtle approach ideas you have yet to think of. 

Read how a mere glance, scent o: 

H. Ww 10 

FE ono 

smile can ignite 

a relationship and be sure 

that you're using them the 
right way. (You'll know you 

know how!) Chapters also 

uncover many sensitive areas’ 

no one ever tells: you about 

but we tell it like it is.... 

with humor and warmth. If ever 

you've wanted someone you like 

to "want to" know you then 
this book is a must! You won't 
put it down til it's finished. 

  8% x 11 white 20 Ib. 
Auto or Self-fed 

WITH THIS COUPON 
Expires March 31st 1985 

          ae das oe Soran 

      

    

NSE EOIN RENN 

“Hil” 

Box 1091, Shalimar, FL 32579 

| Please send a copy of HOW TO FLIRT ON MONDAY in a 

Heres $5 for 
| ‘new body you wanted.   

  

NEW LOCATION 
plain envelope. (great gift item!) My payment of 

: | Bring in this ad and get any body you want. From a single wave to an ocean $9.95 (plus $1.05 postage and handling) is en- 

4 of beautiful curls. And since everybody's hair is different, we offer more * closed. I may return the book anytime within ten 
days of delivery for a full refund. * ; Check enclosed 

than one kind of perm. Including one that’s perfect for tinted or 
  

  

  

  

+ bleached hair. So come in today (with this ad that saves you $5) and tomorrow 3 329 ‘M’ S : Pagschisele va TTT LITLITIT ITY 

~ you can Si jisnes with your brary ney Dom! O HO) treet Between Pier 1 Signature Exp date 
er expires on February 28th. U ES = . 

2 *Prices vary according to length of hair. S y t & Eagle Liquor i Name 
: : haircutters ( zeorgerown 9 6 5 1 4 1 Wit 

K Street - 659-5005, Vermont Avenue - 737-5970, Capitol Hill - 543-1245, M Street - 337-0453 - 4 
    City State Zip oq 

SE CSUUCD CEG SOW SSRI SERRE "            
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RSC’s Cyrano Superb 
Follow Your Nose to theKennedy Center 
  

by Robert Sullivan 
HOYA Staff Writer 
  

The Royal Shakespeare Company is 
performing Cyrano de Bergerac at the 
Kennedy Center. Just about everyone 
knows the story: two guys are after the 

same gal. But, the worldly and wise 
Cyrano has got a nose that just won't 

quit, while young Christian, although 
aesthetically pleasing, has a brain that 
quit a while ago. Together they are 
unsinkable. 
Now I'm supposed to criticize it. 

And, like any critic, I'd like to since it 
would make my review sound more 
credible. But I can’t; it's too good. 

What I can tell you is that brilliance 
characterizes each and every actor 
and actress’ performance, that the sets 
make you realize why the artistic di- 
rector is called artistic, and that there 
is laughter, love, war, wit, and a nose 

that won't be missed. 
What I'm trying to say is that Cyrano 

de Bergerac is one of the best plays 
that a person who enjoys good theatre 
will see during four years at George- 
town, six years in the Senate, eight 
years in the White House, or a life 
term on the Supreme Court. “Panache” 
is what Cyrano says he’s got, and it’s 
what the Royal Shakespeare Company 
has, too, and it’s what shouldn't be 
missed at the Kennedy Center this 
semester. Derek Jacobi leads a powerful cast in the RSC'’s Cyrande Bergerac. 

  
  

Money Jobs 

Tells “How To” 
by Raina Putter 
HOYA Staff Writer 

  

  

Marti Prashker, co-author of Money 

Jobs!, spoke about her book at George- 
town University on January 29. A 
junior account officer at Bank of 
America, Prashker explained that she 
wrote the book to help students inter- 
ested in entering the training programs 

of banking, accounting, insurance, and 
brokerage firms, remembering the 
troubles she had in doing so after 

college. 

She began by defining money jobs 
as fast-track entry-level jobs in banks 
and brokerage houses designed for 
people with little business background 
and that train them to be managers. 
Money jobs not only pay well, but can 
provide many opportunities for new 
workers. 

Resumes and interviews were also 
discussed during the lecture, and hav- 
ing conducted interviews for Bank of 
America, Ms. Prashker was able to 

give many tips included in her book. 
One helpful suggestion on getting an 
interview was to contact alumni with 
connections in a certain field and ask 
for references. Once the request is 
addressed to the right person, keep 
calling. “You have to keep pounding 

"on that door,” Ms. Prashker advised. 

Resumes can also be important; 

know what you are being interviewed 
for, she warned. A resume for a money 
job should differ from one for an 
advertising job. 

Even though much of what she spoke 
about dealt with her specialty, invest- 
ment banking, it could easily be applied 
to other money jobs. She spoke hu- 
morously, easily keeping the audience’s 
attention and allowing time for ques- 
tions at the end. ; 

Although aimed towards seniors, the 
lecture attracted students from all 

classes. Some suggestions to under- 
classmen include finding summer jobs 

that demonstrate marketing and inter- 
personal skills such as fundraising and 

work in real estate offices, Accounting 
courses also look good on a resume. 

The book, Money Jobs!, contains 
many more hints. It details 100 training 

Authors Marti Prashker and Pete Valiunas tell “how to” 

programs of companies: how the em- 
ployers evaluate future employees, how 
many are employed yearly, starting 
salaries, and similar information. It 

outlines where job opportunities are, 
gives the basic trends of the industry, 
and a glossary of buzzwords to help in 
preparing for interviews. Advice is 
given on everything from writing a 
resume, to dressing properly for an 
interview, to accepting rejection let- 
ters. (Have a rejection letter party. 
Rejection letters serve as admission 
tickets.) 

Easy to read and and written with 
humor, Money Jobs! should be a def- 
inite aid to the student interested in 
getting into this type of training pro- 
gram. Money Jobs!, by Marti Prashker 
and S. Peter Valiunas, will be on sale 
in GU Bookstore within a week. 

      
in Money Jobs. 

  

  

HELP WANTED—Smile??? Part-time 

and full-time positions available for 
ambitious and energetic people who 

like dealing with other people. Cash- 

ier and food prep positions available 
fora.m., p.m., and weekends. Starting 

at $4/hour + guaranteed bonus of 

25 cents per hour for dependability 

and good customer relations. Fast 

food experience preferred, but will 

train right individuals. Apply in per- 
son M-F 3p.m.-6p.m. or by appoint- 

ment. , 

BAGEL PLACE 
The Shops at National Place 
13th & F St, N.W. (Metro Center 
Station) 737-0080 
    

CLASS 
EARN MONEY for your music. Piano 

or small ensemble needed for a wed- 
ding reception June 29. Call Jeunée 

at 333-4535 if interested. 

BARTENDING —Professional two 

week course. FREE Placement Ser- 

vice. Call 527-3774. 

CELEBRATE the Lunar New Year. 

Semi-Formal. “The Traditional Asian 

New Year's” Copley Formal Lounge. 

Sat. Feb. 9, 8-1. 

WANTED: Part-time/full-time, distrib- 

utors of nationally recognized all nat- 

ural health and diet product. Earn 

$10,000 to $200,000/year. Call 560- 
2028. . 

  

  

ADS 
WANTED: copy of textbook for Prof. 

Skigen's “Principles of Accounting” 

class. Price negotiable. Call 944- 
0261. 

KAPPA ALPHA PSI Frat Inc. will be 

having a formal smoker for all men 

interested in joining the fraternity. 

Sat. Feb. 9, 1985. S.I.S. Lounge, 

American U. 6:30 p.m. : 

ACADEMIC and business research 
seminars available. Polish, Russian, . 

English translations. Contact H.R. 

Kruger, P.O. Box 53079, D.C., 2009. 
462-3919 (eves). 

TYPING--ACCURATE 130 WPM 
I LOVE RUSH JOBS 
Call Sharon 328-3264 

TYPING on my Wang PC-Term papers, 

reports, theses, dissertations, etc. 
DISC storage for cost/time effective 

rewrites. $1.50/double spaced page 
or $15/hour + up. Express Typing, 

320-4990. 

EARN $500 WEEKLY mailing cir- 
culars in your sparetime. Send self- 
addressed stamped envelope for 
details. Mail to: EAG, 2115 F Street 
N.W. #409, Washington, D.C. 20037. 
  

KAPPA ALPHA PSI Frat Inc. is spon- 
soring a party on Sat. Feb. 9 from 10- 
2:00 a.m. at Clendenen Hall, Amer. 

U. Admission is $2.00 before 11:00 

, p.m. 

BLAUPUNK CR2002 AM/FM stereo 
car cassette deck with auto reverse 

and dolby; separate treble and bass; 
auto key eject; $175.00; 338-2653. 
  

FIRST CLASS TRAVEL is looking for 

a campus representative. Earn cash 
  

   

    

ow 

Your Sprin 

and Scvereign hotels. 

° Round trip Jet flight from N.Y. (Add $40 
from Boston, Chicago, Detroit and 
Cleveland. 

e Taxes and gratuities prepaid before 
arrival. 

*$50 Holiday Supplement 

gfest Holiday in Miami includes: 

e 7 nights lodging at the first class Monte 
Carlo, Eden Roc or Holiday Inn Surfside 
Hotels; Tourist class lodging at the 
Crown and Atlantic Tower Hotels; Budget 
class lodging at the Penguin, Arlington, 

\ plus 15% tax and services 
    

   SRY 

® Springfest activities including — Concerts 
by nationally known music groups and 
mini concerts on the beach. Wet T-Shirt, 
Beer Chugging, Ms. Miami Beach and Mr. 
Legs contests. Sports competition — 
Volley Bali, Tug-of-War. Poolside 
promotions. (March 2 - April 6 only) 
  

TRIP DATES AND PRICES 
  

  

Mar Mar Mar Mar Mar Apr Apr’ 
Lodging 2 9 16. 23. 30 6 13 

Budget $99 $99 $99 $99 $99° $99 $49 
with flight 269 269 269 269 269° 269° 219 
Tourist 129 129 128: 129 1 129° 129°" 179 
with flight 299 299 299 299 "209° 209*' 249 
First Class 179. 1179". 179 .179,°1797 179" 1129 
with flight 349 349 349 349 349° 349° 299 
  

All prices plus 15% tax & services 

. 

FONE 
INIER TE HOLIDAYS 501 Madison Avenue, New York, NY 10022 e (212) 355-4705 

Enclosedis $ 

Flight desired from 

($50 deposit per person) 

(write “driving” if not flying) 

  

Today’s date 

sRAge yo 

  

  

  

Trip Departure Date School 

Check One: [J] Budgetclass [1] Touristclass [] Firstclass 

LAST NAMEMS/Mr 0 0. 000 vdieo an aiagnr J RIS Td ne 

Padres Campus Rep/Office 
City Hts 

State”. Zip 
  

Phone ___     

commission or worldwide travel cred- 

its. Call 783-7229 for an appointment. 

LIFEGUARD WANTED. Call Peter 
Hart, Evenings, 298-4460. 

SPRINGBREAK RESERVATION 
SERVICE. 7 Nights, 8 days in Ft. 

Lauderdale—Florida’s most popular 
springbreak party—from $109. Call 

NOW to reserve your sun-filled vaca- 
tion. LUV tours 800-368-2006. Ask 
for Annette. 

  

  

  

BABYSITTER—For adorable, respon- 

sive 2 yr. old girl. Must love children 

and play creatively. Any day(s) Mon.- 
Thurs. for 4-5 hrs. between 12 and 6. 

Across fr. Georgetown Hospital. 337- 
4036. 

TYPING/WORD PROC—Reports, pa- 
pers, dissertations, letter quality print- 
er, Student discounts, fast service. 

Fairfax 385-5989. 

UNIVERSITY TOUR OF EUROPE: 
Dr. Alban Urbanas of Romance Lan- 
guages, George Washington Univer- 
sity, will be conducting a tour of 
LONDON, OXFORD and PARIS this 
summer. The price of $1734 covers 

roundtrip airfare, lodging and 2 meals 
daily. For further information and 
brochure call ASAP 676-6830 or 
546-7824. 

BAHAMAS and other fun and sun 
Spring Break Vacations. Limited 

Space. Call now Sharon 342-2509. 

CREATIVE AND PRAGMATIC SOL- 

  

  

  

UTIONS: Qualified students and in- 
dividuals as well as interested pro- 

fessionals sought to expend energy 

on: GEORGETOWN NEIGHBOR- 
HOOD ADVISORY COMMISSION 
PROJECT. The goal is to obtain and 

analyze information and present cre- 
ative and pragmatic solutions in order 
to deal with a local urbane traffic 
problem as well as an anti-social 

behavioral pattern. (As perceived by 

current local community agenda and 

; task force). To obtain further infor- 

PROFESSIONAL TYPING & WORD 

mation call 338-8692. Please leave 
name and telephone number with’ 

my service. Calls will be returned in 
the week of Feb. 22. —D.R. Maxwell. 
  

COMING to Hall of Nations: The 
Slickee Boys and The Pub Rats, Fri- 
day, February 22. Cheap beer, good 

tunes! Brought to you by your friends 
at the Georgetown Program Board. 

See you there... 

RIDE WANTED to/from Silver Spring. 
Will share expenses. Call Paul 587- 

7134/587-4090 ext. 289. 

ACCURATE TYPING of term papers, 
reports, theses, other documents. 
$1.50/double-spaced page. Call 333- 
715%; 5 

  

  

EARN $500.00 per 1000 envelopes‘ |: 
stuffed. Send a self-addressed, stamp- 
ed envelope to: Akram, P.O. Box - 
A3576 Chicago, IL 606990. 
  

PROCESSING. GWU Campus. From 
$2.00 per double-spaced page. Same 
day and word processing available, ! 
at higher rate. 466-8973. 

WORDPROCESSORSforrent(Wang) 
by hour. WP your own term papers 

and save. Call: 466-8974. 

  

  

LEARN gold, silver recycling busi- 
ness. $50,000 year possible. Free 
information: Recycling, Box 11216- 

HY, Reno, NV 89510. 
  

  

  

THERE ARE TWO SIDES TO 
BECOMING A NURSE IN THE ARMY. 

fy 

And they're both repre- 
sented by the insignia you wear 
as a member of the Army Nurse & 
Corps. The caduceus on the left | 
means you re part of a health care 

| system in which educational and & 
career advancement are the rule, 

| . not the exception. The gold bar EEE 
on the right means you command respect as an Army officer. If you're 
earning a BSN, write: Army Nurse Opportunities, P.O. Box 7713, 
Clifton, NJ 07015. 

ARMY NURSE CORPS. BE ALLYOU CAN BE. 

      
  

  

  
The Center Cafe 

is proud to introduce 

FAMOUS 

  

Delicious Homemade Ice Cream 
beginning Monday, February 11 

plus our usual fine assortment of 
sandwiches, subs and burgers.     
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GU Chimes Working Hard to Have a Good Time 
  

by Lee-Ann Swider 
HOY A Staff Writer 
  
“We meet again tonight, boys— with 

mirth and song, 

Let melody flow, wherever we go. 
We dwell in friendship ever—so true 

and strong, 
And sorrow never know...” 
—From “We Meet”—The Chimes’ 

traditional opening song 

The Georgetown Chimes are—above 
all—a dedicated group. They take what 
they do very seriously, and that’s prob- 
ably why they do it so well. The 10- 
member group holds rehearsals three 
nights a week. They perform once a 
month at The Tombs, and several 

times a month at University functions, 
in addition to a demanding off-campus 
schedule. In December of 1984 alone, 
they sang at 45 separate “gigs” —and 
took their finals in between! They've 
just returned from a road trip which 
included Chimes’ Nights in Cleveland 
and Manhattan, and are busy now 
preparing for this weekend's Cherry 
Trze Massacre. (See adjacent article 
for Cherry Tree specifics.) With this 
type of schedule, it is obvious that 
they must be dedicated to their music— 
and to each other. 

To become a Chime, you must have 
both a voice and a personality capable 
of blending with those already in the 
group. The Chimes look for devotion 
in their “neophytes,” as well as the 
ability to work well in a group. Brian 
Freeman (CAS 85) says of those who 
are ultimately chosen: “It’s not a ques- 
tion of whether we like them or not. 
We spend so much time together... 
that if there are any personality clashes 
or people that are just not amenable to 
the group— that would literally tear the 
group apart.” 

Becoming a Chime is an involved 
process. After learning 20-25 songs 
from “part tapes” (recordings of songs 
with prominent bass, baritone, lead or 
tenor), those qualified become neo- 
phytes. This year, the Chimes took 10 
of the 25 men who auditioned. Much 
like pledges in a fraternity, “neos” are 
assigned the dirty, logistical jobs. They 
get the beer for parties and design and 
distribute posters, among other things. 

Most importantly, however, neo- 
phytes must learn some 110 songs and 
extensive Chimes’ history before they 
can become full-fledges Chimes. The 
Chimes take great pride in the history 

Chimes Prep 

jor Cherry Tree 
by Lee-Ann Swider 

HOY A Staff Writer 

  

  
The Georgetown Chimes will host 

the 11th Annual Cherry Tree Massacre 
tomorrow night, February 9, in Gaston 
Hall at 8:00 p.m. The Massacre will be 
followed by a 10-keg bash in the Hall 
of Nations, with the beer included in 
the price of the ticket! ($3 at RHOs, 
$4 at the door on Saturday.) 

Featured in this evening of song, 
Yale’s Baker's Dozen, Duke’s Pitch 
Forks, Arlington’s Sound Works, and 

- Georgetown’s own Grace Notes will 
appear with the Chimes. The evening 
is competitive only in spirit, and ac- 
cording to the Chimes, a lot sillier 
than most of their gigs. In addition, 
the Massacre is their only formal 
concert on campus this semester—and 
it's usually a big seller. Get your tickets 
early for a great evening of songs and 
laughs, and a huge party to boot! 

For more information, or for Cherry 

Tree tickets, call the Chimes at 333- 
NOTE. 

  “Let Melody Flow...” 
Not only are they cute, but they've got talent, too! Catch the Chimes’ Cherry Tree this weekend. 

      
  

of their group, and in their familiarity 
with that history. They claim that by 

“being around long enough,” each 
member eventually learns something 
about each of the 128 personalities 

that have made their group over its 
40-year history. 

The Chimes were launched in the 
Spring of 1946 by Frank “Ephus” Jones, 
a law student whose adopted (but legal) 

middle name later became the official 

title of the Chimes’ Leader. This year’s 
distinguished Ephus is Mark A. Gran- 
nis (CAS '85) from Lima, Ohio. The 

others in the group and many George- 

town women refer to Mark as “The 
Cute Chime.” . 

The Chimes were originally a subset 

of the Men’s Glee Club, until 1962 

when one of their ranks, Phil “The 
Wild Man” Murray, refused to learn 
how to read sheet music. That was a 

requirement for Glee Club members— 
but The Chimes rebelled and broke 
off to become a separate entity. Even 
today they are not funded by the Uni- 

versity, though they sing for free at all 
University functions.. Their standard 

fee for off-campus performances is 
$250, and lately they've actively solici- 

ted more business to cover expenses. 
This past Christmas, they were hired 
by Westin Hotels to deliver poinsettias, 
candy and Christmas harmony to cli- 

ents of the company. 
Once they graduate from George- 

town and leave the group (though 
those two events don’t always happen 

  
Photo by Christin Driscoll 

It's work as usual for the Chimes as they ready for this Saturday's stint 
in Gaston Hall. 
  

  

Includes: 

Happy Hours & More! 
PLUS, All These Activities. 
Most Are Free! 
Indoor Tennis 
Racquetball 
Health Club. 
Cross-Country Sking 
Trivia Championships. 
Madman & 
Madwoman 
Competition. Party 
Hearty Every Night! 
*Per person. per night. based 
on quad occupancy Sunday 
through Thursday only. Triple 
occupancy $24 95 per person 
Double occupancy $2995 4 
per person Plus tax and 
service charge 

BYESH 
WE HAVE SNOW!   

  

  

iy S. 

PER PERSON 
PER NIGHT 

Midweek 

Lodging"e Ski Lift Ticket ® 
Buffet Breakfast ® Live Bands ® 
Swimming Pools ® Whirlpool ® 

  

    

        

   

     
    

      

   

Spr, 

Crazy? 
You Bet. 

Don't miss this 
ultimate 

intercollegiate ski party. 
«2 Bring your group, frat, 

sorority. Call your friends at 
other schools and meet ‘em 

here. 

   +" Pick A Time Or Take Pot Luck. 

at the same time, as evidenced by 

active members Sean Collins (SES 83) 

and George J. Peacock (CAS 84), 
Chimes find it difficult to lose contact 
with each other. Alumni are informed 

of upcoming Chimes’ Nights, both at 

the Tombs and across the country. 

Every summer, there is a Chimes 
Reunion Weekend on Fire Island — 

attended by approximately 50 Chimes 

and their families. As the Rev. James 
P. Walsh, S.J., a Chime for‘some five 

years, said: “You can have your finger 

prints sanded off —but otherwise it’s 

hard to lose touch with The Chimes.” 
There have been some “famous” 

Georgetown alumni who were Chimes, 

Rev. Gerry Yates, S.J., of Yates Field 
House fame, and Joseph Mark Lauin- 

   
   

  

      

    

      

The Brothers of 
Saint Basil's School 
preached against vice, 
lust and disrespect. 

But that 
never stopped 
these guys. 

   

ger of Lauinger Library among them. 

In some cases, being a Chime is a 

family affair. There have been several 

sets of brothers, and a few father-son 

combinations over the years. Current 
Chime Scooter T. Laborde (CAS ’86) 

is nephew to two former Chimes. 
The Chimes have something of an 

image to uphold when it comes to 

their love lives, and they obviously 
enjoy the flirting and visibility that 
comes with being in their numbers. 

They all admit that they've met girls at 

Chimes’ Nights whose names they 
forget by the next time they meet on 

campus—and are somewhat embar- 

rassed by it. Judson (Judd) B. VanDer- 
vort (CAS '86) told tales of women 
fans approaching him in Vital Vittles. 

  

    eaven help us 
If God had wanted them to be angels, He would have given them wings. 

The concensus is that mothers love 
The Chimes. And why not? They're 

clean-cut, polite—and a lot of fun... 
just the kind of guy Mom would love 

you to bring home. But if you can’t 
bring home the real thing, (there are 
only 10 of them, after all), you should 

at least bring home a copy of their 
latest album. They recorded it about a 
year ago, and the sound it contains is 
“all natural”—no sound-mixing equip- 

ment was used. The Chimes record a 
new album when the old one sells out, 
which happens every few years. This 
one, “Hoya Saxa,” is available at Saxa 
Sundries and The Main Campus Book- 
store. 

The Chimes are a sentimental and 
traditional group; even their neckties 
hearken back to the days of old at GU. 
Their distinctive blue and gray hori- 
zontally-striped ties used to be the “of- 
ficial” University tie. When GU drop- 
ped them, the Chimes continued to 
wear them as part of their “costume,” 
along with navy blue blazers and tan 
khaki pants. 

They seem to have a real love for 
Georgetown University. Ephus (Ei- 
phus-Ophus) Mark Grannis reports that 
The Chimes enjoy singing the Alma 
Mater and the Fight Song; they are 
truly proud of their shcool. Many of 
the songs they do have great sentimen- 
tal value to them. “We Meet” is sung 
at the beginning of every concert they 
do. “My Comrades” is sung at the 
funerals of former Chimes, with the 
current Ephus singing the solo. Again, 
evidence of that strong bond between 

old and new Chimes. ] 

This is a truly dedicated group of 
men, who know how to have a good 
time while working hard. Their secret 
is that they honestly love what they're 
doing. Come see them tomorrow night 
at 8:00 p.m. in Gaston Hall for The 
Cherry Tree Massacre. Until then, as 
The Chimes would sing: 

“Take good care of yourself, 
Put your Wazoo on the shelf. 
Goodbye, farewell, a doodle-ee-doo. 
Goodbye, farewell, adieu.” 

  

For those unable to attend Cherry 
Tree, here’s a schedule of the 

Tombs’ Chimes’ Nights for the re- 
mainder of the semester: 

February 12 (Bring a Valentine!) 
March 19 

April 16 
May 5 
May 23 (Senior Week) 

  

    

  

   

  

   

    

   

      

      

£3 

or Outside Pa. 

(800) 233-6120 

  

     
Split Rock Resort 

Lake Harmony, PA 

Busy? Dial Toll Call (717) 722-9111 

Reserve your day(s) now. Or take a 
chance later. But when the rooms are 

Week 1: Jan. 27-31 
Week 2: Feb. 3-7 

Week 3; Feb. 10-14 

It's An Easy Drive To Split Rock. 
Just 90 min. north of Phila. on Pa. Northeast 

Turnpike to Pocono Exit 35. Left on Rt. 940. Follow 
signs. Questions? Call toll free for directions. 

Inside Pa. 

(800) 222-1821 

filled, they're filled. 

Week 4: Feb. 17-21 
Week 5: Feb. 24-28 

  
  

HBO PICTURES IN ASSOCIATION WITH SILVER SCREEN PARTNERS PRESENTS 
A MARK CARLINER-DAN WIGUTOW PRODUCTION HEAVEN HELP US 
ANDREW McCARTHY:MARY STUART MASTERSON KEVIN DILLON 

MALCOLM DANARE - KATE REID - WALLACE SHAWN 
JOHN HEARD AS TIMOTHY AND DONALD SUTHERLAND -**¢ JAMES HORNER 

wey CHARLES PURPURA =; DAN WIGUTOW AND MARK CARLINER ) 
  DIRECTED MICHAEL DINNER 

ATRI-STAR 
RELEASE 

  

| RESTRICTED & | 
R UNDER 17 REQUIRES ACCOMPANYING 

      PARENT OR ADULT GUARDIAN ® © 1985 Tri-Star Pictures,   

      

    

SPECIALLY SELECTED THEATRE NEAR YOU. 

All Rights Reserved. PICTURES 

STARTS FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 8 AT A 
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THEATER: 

Arena Stage 
626-1050 

Folger Theater 
546-1400 

Ford's Theatre 
347-4833 

Kennedy Center 
827-0466 

National Theatre 

J 628-6161 

Studio Theatre 
265-7412 

Source Theater 
462-7782 

Gala Hispanic 
Theater 

628-2831 

MUSEUMS: 
Corcoran 

¢ Gallery of Art 

National Gallery 
of Art 

National Air and 
Space Museum 

Cooper-Hewitt 
Museum 

National Museum 

of American Art 

National Portrait 

Gallery   

ARTS BOX 
Man and Superman 

The Odd Couple 

The Three Musketeers 

Cyrano de Bergerac; 
Much Ado About Nothing 

The Odd Couple 

Tambourines To Glory 

Resource Stage: Busboy 

La Noche de la Iguana 

The Sun King: Louis XIV and the 
New World; Exhibition of American 
Painting; The New York School: 
Painting in the 1940's 

Monotypes by Maurice Prendergast 

Wright 1903 Flyer Restoration 

Chinese Gold and Silver from the 

Tang Dynasty 

From Zoo to Art: Animal Sculpture; 
The Second Decade: 1946-1955 

Joseph Wright, American Artist 

MUSIC: 
Blues Alley 
337-4141 

. Charlie's 

Georgetown 
298-5985 

Nathan D. 
289-3595 

FILM: 
American Film 

Institute 

828-4090 

Biograph 

333-2696 

ON CAMPUS: 
Poulton Hail 

Program Board 

  

Betty Carter through Sunday; 

Jerry Butler opens Tuesday 

Waylan Flowers and Madame Friday 
and Saturday 

Madhouse andGreat Plains open 
Saturday 

Saturday Night Fever Saturday and 

Sunday; Days of Heaven Tuesday 

and Thursday; Caddie Sunday and 

Monday 

Peppermint Soda and Entre Nous 
Friday through Sunday 

The School for Wives Friday and 
Saturday 

North by Northwest 8:00 Friday; 

Casablanca 10:00 Friday 

Compiled by Suzie Freind 

    

   

    

  

   
   

    

  

   

  

Now YOU can have two of the most recognized and accepted 
credit cards in the world. ..vIsa® 

cards...."in your name' EVEN IF YOU ARE NEW IN CREDIT or 
HAVE BEEN TURNED DOWN BEFORE! 

This is the credit card program you've been hearing 

lit Cards ? 

Lemmon’s Latest Falls Flat 
  

¢ 

No Glory for Mass Appeal 
  

by Greg Kitsock 
HOYA Staff Writer 
  

Mass Appeal begins promisingly as 

an inside-out, eighties version of Going 
My Way. \ 

Jack Lemmon stars as Father 

Timothy Farley, a middle-aged, easy- 
going parish priest in an affluent 
suburban community. Father Farley is 
the embodiment of country club Ca- 
tholicism. He makes his rounds in a 
Mercedes, spends free afternoons on 
the golf course or at the track, and 
tipples a bit too freely in the solace of 
the rectory. His sermons are a stream 

of one-liners and friendly chit-chat, 
punctuated by community dialogues 
and special attractions like the “Mary- 

knoll Marionettes.” 
The parish's serenity is shattered by 

the arrival of Deacon Dolson (Zeljko 
Ivanek), Father Farley’s new helper. 
Dolson is a young firebrand who openly 
challenges his superiors on such issues 

as the ordination of women. As guest 
homilist, he creates a stir by suggesting 
that his listeners are less than model 
Christians, and denouncing their fancy 
coiffures, furs, and other baubles. 
Father Farley is faced with the task of 
mellowing him out before he scatters 
Farley's flock and gets himself kicked 
out of the seminary. 

Fast-paced and glib, the first half of 

Mass Appeal reminds one of a TV 

sitcom pilot. (They've done The Odd 
Couple with blacks and women, why 
not a Father Felix and a Father Oscar?) 

However, the nub of a good drama 
does exist here. Few Christians, priests 
and laymen alike, measure up to the 
standards in which they profess to 
believe. Most of us try barely, if at all. 
We ignore or rationalize away the 
more radical teachings of the gospel, 
such as those which involve turning 
the other cheek, or dispensing our 
wealth among the poor. / 

Dolson sees the contradiction and is 
haunted by it. Clearly, something has 
to give way in the relationship be- 
tween the two men. Will Farley come 
to see that his ministry is spiritually 
bankrupt? Or is he too set in his ways? 
Will Dolson come to believe that the 
church is too calcified and authori- 
tarian for reform, and give up his 
dream of the priesthood? Or will he 
compromise and seek a more practical 
variant of Christianity? 

The movie appears to be heading in 
the latter direction, but never really 

reaches a logical conclusion. Instead, 
the script sets up an artificial alliance 
between the two stars by giving them a 
common enemy: a monsignor (Charles 

Durning) who is so thickheaded and 
arbitrary that even conservative Cath- 
olics will find it difficult to sympathize 
with him. 

The monsignor is the director of the 

seminary where Dolson has been pre- 
paring for. the priesthood. On the 
flimsiest of evidence, he accuses. the 
deacon of being a practicing homo- 
sexual, and tells him to pack his bags. 

Father Farley has developed a drink- 
ing problem by this point, which com- 
promises his value as an ally. In one 
tearful interlude, he confesses that he’d 
like to help Dolson. However, he’s 
afraid that if he rocks the boat, he'll be 
transferred. His nightmare is winding 
up in a rural Iowa parish where “the 
local theater shows nothing but chain- 
saw movies,” and the congregation 
won't understand his little in-jokes. 

Apparently, we're supposed to sym- 
pathize with Farley as he struggles to 
do what's right. Not only are the moral 
dilemmas trivial, but the threat of 
imminent re-assignment at the monsi- 
gnor’s behest simply does not exist. 
Monsignor, in the Catholic hierarchy, 

is little more than an honorary title. 
The discipline and transfer of priests 
_require approval at the diocesan or 
archdiocesan level. If Father Farley is 
as well-loved and as influential a com- 
munity leader as the screenplay makes 
him out to be, he himself must have a 
certain amount of clout with the bish- 
op. 

The most offensive aspect of the 
movie, however, is the exaggerated 

portrayal of the parishioners. When 
Deacon Dolson gives his first sermon, 
and fails to entertain his audience in 
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e 7 nights lodging at deluxe Sheraton 
Yankee Trader (home of the famous 
Penrod’s), Holiday Inn (Oceanside), 
or Holiday Inn (North Beach) 
(Quad Occupancy) 

* Welcome Party 

* On Location Professional Tour Escorts 

  
Your Ft. Lauderdale Spring Break Week includes: 

  

  

  

e Round trip jet flight available from New 
York; add $40 from Boston; add $50 from 
Philadelphia and Baltimore. 

e Taxes and gratuities prepaid before 
arrival. 

Don’t miss out on the trip of the year! 
Send your deposit today. 

  

  

  

  

TRIP DATES AND PRICES 

Mar Mar Mar Mar Mar Apr Apr Apr Apr 
Lodging . 2 9 16 23 30 13 20 27 

Holiday Inn (North Beach $139 $139 $139 $139 $139 $139 $139 $139 $139 
With Flight 299 299 299 299 299 299. 299 299 299 
Sheraton Yankee Trader 179.179 179-4719 179 179 “179: 179:.179 
With Flight 339339 339° “339 339 339':-339 339.339 
Holiday Inn (Oceanside) 199 199 199 199 199 199 199 199 199 
With Flight 359 359 359 359 359 359 359 359 359 

May May May May Jun Jun Jun Jun Jun 
Lodging 4 1 18 25. 1 8 15 22 29 

Holiday Inn (North Beach) 79 79 79 79 79 79 79 79 79 
With Flight 239 239.239 239 239 239 239- 239 239 
Sheraton Yankee Trader 109 109 109 109 109 109 109 109 109 
With Flight : 279219 “2719 279 2719. 2719. 279 . 27975279 
Holiday Inn (Oceanside) 139 139° 139: 139.1390. 139 2139. 189 139 
With Flight 299 ©1299 299. 299.299 299 - 299 © 299. 299 
  

All prices plus 15% tax & services * $25 price increase is now in effect and must be added 
to above prices. 

® 

FONE 
INFER TE HOLIDAYS 501 Madison Avenue, New York, NY 10022 ¢ (212) 355-4705 

Enclosedis$__ ($50 deposit per person) 

Flight desired from 

Trip Departure Date 

Check One: [] Sheraton Yankee Trader 

(write “driving” if not flying) 

School 
  

[J Holiday Inn (Oceanside) OJ Holiday Inn (North Beach) 

Today'sdate 

  

  

  

  

  

LAST NAME Ms/Mr First Age CR 

Address Campus Rep/Office 
City 

State Zip 

Phone       

[] 8 5 0 0 nn mm ma nn 

CREDITGETTER, BOX1091,SHALIMAR,FL 32579 | 

ard Masteicarde cvedlt SYES! I want VISAIMasterCardgcredit 1 
& @ cards. Enclosed find $15 which is 100% 

§ refundable if not approved immediately 

v1sA® and MasterCardg the : I 

credit cards you deserve and need for * ID #* BOOKS 1 

» DEPARTMENT STORES * TUITION * ENTERTAINMENT B NAME i / 
* EMERGENCY CASH * TICKETS * RESTAURANTS 1 

# HOTELS & MOTELS * GAS * CAR RENTALS * REPAIRS [§ ADDRESS i 
* AND TO BUILD YOUR CREDIT RATING! [§ 1 

! CITY STATE ZIP 
about on national television and radio as well as | Call 

in magazines and newspapers coast to coast. PHONE SOC. SECURITY # i 

Hurry....f111 out this card today.... 
Your credit cards are waiting! SIGNATURE : 625-4554 

the accustomed manner, they respond 
by coughing, glancing at their watches, 
and walking out. “I didn’t come to 
church to be preached to,” screams 
one elderly harpy afterwards. In over 
20 years of churchgoing, I've never 
seen a congregation this rude and 
boorish. 

A final irony occurs when the end 
credits are flashed on the screen. 
Serving as executive producer is Joan 
Kroc. The film is dedicated to the 
memory of her late husband Roy (best 
known as the founder of the 
McDonald’s hamburger chain). The 
connection is appropriate, for Mass 
Appeal is nothing but a Sermon 

McNugget: attractively packaged and 
palatable, but as devoid of real food 
for thought as a fast food meal is of 
culinary worth. Like one of Father 
Farley's homilies, it skirts serious issues 

  

  

  

HAPPY VALENTINE’S DAY IRISH 

RAGAMUFFIN! Are you ticklish? Love, 

Moi. 

To my Valentine, PEGGY. Have a nice 

day. Love, Louis. 

KIM W— The only girl who can handle 
our abuse. We Love You. Pagan Palace. 

BREUKELEN Happy Campers: Re 

member 2-14-84? Black Tulpen, our 

Cupid from Atlanta and the blender’s 
lekker daquiris? Natuurlijk. Veel 
plezier! TOT ZIENS. SKI. 

ROBERT —T'll stop the world and melt 
with you. I love you! — Sherry. 

J.K.G., jaurais toujours faim de toi. 
Love Always, AJL. 

CLAUDIA —I WANT YOU — CAFE MED. 

  

  

  

  

  

  

v HAPPY 
VALENTINES 

DAY @» 
PATRICK EWING—I want to have 
your children. Happy V-Day. 

SUZANNE AUGUR—We all love you 

and want you back soon!!! NN II Studs. 

JEAN: Neither Copley nor Allston 
could paint you in time, so busy they'd 
be with nature sublime. The time we 
spend seems always so fine; so on 

Valentine’s Day, please won't you be 
mine? (P.S.: Next visit to Mr. Eagan’s is 

  

  

‘on me. — MRW) 
  

TO MY ROOMMATE who I love more 

each day. Happiness Always. Love your 
snuggle bunny. 
  

TP—Happy Birthday... Happy Valen- 

tine’s!! I love you with all my heart, 
today and always — Mouse. 

  

DEAREST ROSE, If you love some- 
thing set it free. ... Michael D. Ward. 
P.S.: F. Scotts?! Not me. ... 

COUNT: Ar ni ledig i fredag? 9:45 pa 
natten? Bira uniform! Jag dlskar dig. 
— Margie. 

without taking a stand, and winds up 
offending with its blandness and shal- 
lowness. £y 

  

international 

Student House 

Applications Available 

inthe EC RHO or the 

Office of 
Residence Life 

  

  

Is Your Valentine A 

Theater Lover? 

Try a gift from 

BACKSTAGE, Inc. 

® Books e Posters e 
e Objets d’arte T-Shirts 
e Costumes © Make-up 

2101 P Street, N.W. 

near Dupont Circle — 775-1488       

BILL — Turn on light to beware of X at 
night — I love you tons. — Annie.   “YOU'RE WEIRD” but I love you 

‘Louis. — The Whore of Babylon. 
    
  

~ Celebrate Valentine’s Day 

  Plenty of Free Parking. 

In the Underground | 

1664 Crystal Square Arcade, | 

Crystal City, Adington, Virginia 22202 

920-3997 

  

PUT US TO THE 

  

PE" facilities
: 

ears 
and gedicate

d. 
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sn 
nstantly 

update 

ul materia
ls c0 

y Je me seart
h Experts: 

o LOW Hourly be
 S 

© Transter 
privitid 

calions. 

  

EDUCATIONAL 
CENTER 

TEST PREPARATION SPECIALISTS SINCE 1938 

Call Days Evenings & Weekends 

244-1456 
4201 Connecticut Ave., N.W. 

Washington, D.C. 20008 
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Sports 
  

Men’s Track 

Qualifies 

Eight For 

the IC4A’s 
by Paul Gallant 
HOY A Staff Writer 

  

  

The { Georgetown University track 
team, unlike most of the other sports 
teams on campus, places more em- 
phasis on individual performances than 
on team finish. To clarify that a bit, 
meets outside the NCAA's, Big East 
and the 1C4A are used as qualifiers for 
those major events. - 

Coach Frank Gagliano explains, 
“Our main aim is to be geared up for 
the big tournaments (those previously 
mentioned) and to qualify as many 
athletes as possible for them. We don’t 
have to win every meet every week, 

but rather, we'd like to have as many 
runners as possible fall within the 

qualifying times for their events.” 
The Hoyas’ most recent meet, at 

George Mason last Saturday, was a 

qualifier for the IC4As. And if Gagli- 
ano’s main concern was to get his 

runners qualified, he certainly must 
have been pleased with the outcome. 

_ Overall, the Hoyas qualified a total of 
eight athletes in five events— the long 
jump, triple jump, 500 meters, 800 
meters (two runners), and the 4x400. 

Of those five events, three were first 
place showings. They included All- 

American Ray Humphrey (whom 
Gagliano singled out as having sur- 

passed his preseason expectations) in 
the long jump, Miles Irish in the 800 

meters and the 4x400 relay team, which 

includes Ashley Ward, Patrick Mann, 

Irish and Phillip Franshaw. 
For many of the runners who com- 

peted, Gagliano states, “We entered 
many of them in events outside their 
strengths simply as workouts for their 
best events. I am pleased overall with 

the outcome, although the middle 
distance runners had a bit of a break- 
down.” In any case, the event for 

which the runners were attempting to 
qualify for. the IC4As, takes place 
March 2nd and 3rd at Princeton. 
Another big meet is the Big East, 

and Gagliano has high hopes for that = 
meet in_particular. “I would hope to 
challenge for first place there. We 
finished fourth last year, but if every- 

one stays healthy, we could conceiv- 
ably win it all. But it would take a 
tremendous team effort.” 

In the Big East meet, which takes 
place February 16 & 17 in Syracuse, 
Gagliano notes. “All of our team mem- 

  

  

   \ od 500 pa. 

   

  

Monday, February 11 
_ Tuesday, February 12 

bers have qualified for that meet, and 

several for the NCAA's as well. This 
tournament,” he coninued, “is the first 

big contest of the year, and we want to 

be oriented toward a team title. That's 
the way it’s been done in the past.” 

Tonight, the team travels to Navy to 

take on the Midshipmen. “The meet,” 
says Gagliano, “will serve as much as a 

A Spectator’s Guide to Hoya Sports 
. Monday, February 11 Mens Basketball vs. . Villanova, Capital Centre, 

| Wednesin. February 13 Women's Basketball vs. St. John s, McDonough . 
oo oo Arena, B00 pm i oo 

- This Week i in 
Big East Men’s ras 

: Sacurday Februaty 9 Seton Hall at Pittsburgh 
Lo Providence at Connecticut 

St John's at Villanova 
Georgetown at Boston College 

_ Syracuse at Notre Dame 

Villanova at Georgetown 

Providence at Syracuse 
Boston College at Seton Hall 

St. John’s at Columbia 

. Sincdny, February 13 Connecticut at Pittsburgh 

Tersday. Februmy 14 Seton Hall at Syracuse 

   

     
          

        

    
        

        

    
    

preparation for the Big East as any- 
thing.” 

So what it all comes down to in 

determining the Hoyas’ success this 

season is qualifying as many athletes 
as possible in the “lesser,” meets along 

with keeping them in top form, thus 
building up a head of steam heading 
into the three major tournaments. 

ir inte Ethan ey fei 2 RT sid f   nl Films iin © 1985 

EXCLUSIVE ENGAGEMENT 
12noon 2:00 
4:00 6:00 

8:00 10:00 

Cont ig 

Dupont Circle 785-2300 
  

Begley Qualifies For ECAC 
  

Women GoTo Wisconsin; Prepare For Big East 
  

by Chris Zangari 
HOY A Staff Writer 
  

On Saturday, February 2 the wom- 

en’s track team traveled to Wisconsin 
to engage in a tough meet with Wis- 

consin. L.S.U. and Minnesota. Coach 
Pan Fanaritis knew that this meet 
would not be an easy one but looked 
at it on the positive side. 

“This meet was a competitive one 
and I hoped that it would help prepare 

us for the Big East meet,” he said. 

The results were not as good as 
Coach Fanaritis hoped. The few bright 

~ spots included Senior Michele Foley, 
who ran-1:28.78 in the 600 yd. race to 

place 4th, and Julie Cook, a junior, 

who ran 11:30.6 in the two-mile run. 

Cook surpassed all expectations in 
running a fine race in only her second 

indoor meet. 

Ann Begley performed just as she 
has in the past, swiftly and competi- 
tively. The Georgetown co-captain and 

All-East Indoors performer ran 2:36.38 
in the 1000 yd. race to become an 

ECAC Qualifier. 

In another race, the Hoyas were not 

that lucky. In the 800 meter run 
sophomore Kim Sannito was tripped 
up and couldn’t finish. Sannito has 
been a consistent runner for the team, 

and the race would have been good 
experience for her before the Big East 

meet. 

After running respectable races 
against the nationally ranked Wiscon- 

sin and the formidable L.S.U., the 
Hoyas should be ready for their next 
few meets. Georgetown next faces less 

competitive teams in meets with Navy, 
James Madison and Mount Saint 
Mary's. These meets will serve as con- 
fidence builders for the Big East meet, 
where Georgetown will be competing 
against quality teams like Villanova 
and Syracuse. 

So far the Lady Hoyas have been 
running consistently, but not as well as 
Coach Fanaritis has expected them to 
perform. The loss of Joanne Sincero, 
who now is assistant coach, has hurt 
the team. The team is young, and with 
that comes a lack of experience. 
Fanaritis, however, expects the team 
to develop through to the season’s 

finish. ? 
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Atkinson Graduate School 
of Management 

Salem, Oregon 97301 

All interested students should meet with: 

Sally Sederstrom 

Director of Admission 

Thursday, February 14, 1985 

4:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. 

An academically rigorous two-year Master's program to provide the 

educational foundation for careers in the management of business, 
government, and not-for-profit organizations. 

College Conference Room, #109 

Drop by or schedule an appointment through Dr. Sullivan, 625-4043. 

Information on placement, internships, curriculum, financial aid, and Will-       & 
  

Write Sports 
for the HOYA 

Call 
625-4554     

  

8 P.M. 

  

Mask & Bauble's 
The School for Wives 

by Moliére 
Closing Weekend — February 8 & 9 

Poulton Hall 
Tickets: $4.00 

For Reservations Call: 625-4960 

Stage 3 
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Shiraz 
Join us for the tastiest kababs and the 

juiciont 5 Sandwiches | in D. C. 
i > 

FF 
my 

te a BS 

dG Shminen as Vids as el 

{skish kzhahs) 

3251 Prospect Street & 3222 N Street 

Telephone: (202) 333-5029 
10% Discount to GTU Students in February — Join us for Lunch or Dinner. 
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T HE WORLD 

  

  

    

IS YOUR CAMPUS 
  

    
related courses. 

  

Study around the world, visiting Japan, Korea, 

Taiwan, Hong Kong, Sri Lanka, India, Egypt, 
Turkey, Greece and Spain. Our 100 day voyages 

sail in February and September offering 12-15 

transferable hours of credit from more than 60 voyage- 

The S.8S. UNIVERSE is an American-built ocean 

liner, registered in Liberia. Semester at Sea admits 

students without regard to color, race or creed. 

For details call toll-free (800) 854-0195 
or write: 

Semester at Sea 

Institute for Shipboard Education 
University of Pittsburgh, 2E Forbes Quadrangle 

Pittsburgh, PA 15260         

  

® Get your tan the safe way 
® Safer than the Sun 

finest equipment available in 
® Compare the difference 
® Free Introductory Visit 

M-Fri. 9-9 
Sat 9-2   
  

Suntanning Salon 
5247 Wisconsin Avenue, N.W., 3-A, 

537-8948 
for appointment 

ENJOY 
@ SMOOTH 

GOLDEN TAN 
YEAR 

ROUNDI 

® UVA/UL Listed Suntanning equipment, using the 
the D.C. area 

® Conveniently located directly above Chadwick's, only 
one block from the Friendship Heights Metro 

  

TAN 

MasterCharge 
VISA 

“Student discounts available—Call for details!       

amette’s joint degree program in law and management available on request. 

  

      

   

          

   

be additional   

How to score 
a lot of points with 

a single basket. 

Valeniing s Week is Is Fobrary 8-14. 

The FTD Flower Basket ™ Bouquet is usually less than $22.50. 
As independent retailers, Members of the FTD Floral Network 
set their own prices. Service charges and delivery may 

® Registered trademark of Florists’ Transworld Delivery Association. 

Get a jump on Valentine's 
Day. Send the FTD® 

Flower Basket ™ Bouquet 
a few days early. Beautiful 

flowers in a ceramic 

basket accented 

with pink hearts. Call 

your FTD Florist 
today. Because this 

is one basket you 

don’t want to miss. 

          

The Brothers of 
Saint Basil’s School 
preached against vice, 
lust and isrespect. 

But that 
never stopped 
these guys. 

  

  

Heaven help us 
If God had wanted them to be angels, He would have given them wings. 

RESTRICTED QD _ 
UNDER 17 REQUIRES ACCOMPANYING | 

PARENT OR ADULT GUARDIAN | 

AMC'S CARROLLTON 6 
New Carrollton, Md. 

EMBASSY CIRCLE 
Washington, D.C. 

FOXCHASE 
Alexandria, Va. 

Herndon, Va. 

MacARTHUR 

HERNDON TWIN 

Washington, D.C. 

NTI WHITE FLINT 

No. Bethesda, 

Wa 
ATRI-STAR RELEASE 

© 1985 Tri-Star Pictures. All Rights Reserved. 

ROTH'S QUINCE ORCHARD 
Gaithersburg, Md. 

ROTH'S SILVER SPRING EAST 
Silver Spring, Md. > 

ROTH'S TYSON CORNER 
Md. Mclean, Va. A 

SHOWCASE UNIVERSITY 
Faifax, Va.   
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The Hoyas face the Boston College Eagles, 5-5 in the conference and 16-5 overall, tomorrow night at Boston. 
  

Lady Hoya Slide Continues, 85-83 
  

by Dan Jaffee and Dennis Roche 

HOY A Staff Writers 
  

Several years ago, the Georgetown 

men’s basketball team used to play 
George Washington, in one of the 
District's more colorful and intense 
rivalries. That match-up has long since 

gone by the wayside, but the female 

teams from the two schools continue 
to square off. On Wednesday night, 

the Lady Hoyas and the Colonials’ met 
at the Smith Center, with the Colonials 
coming away with a win, 85-83. 

The game provided an interesting 

match-up between the area’s two lead- 
ing scorers. Georgetown’s point guard 

Maura Gill, averaging 18.6 points per 
game, and George Washington forward 
Cindy Baruch, averaging 16. 

Several hundred fans, including a 
large GU contingent, charged the at- 
mosphere as the game opened. George 
Washington, which had won seven of 

eight home games up to this point in 

the year, jumped out to an early eight 

point lead, on the strength of the 
- outside shooting of guard Kelly Bal- 

lentine. 
The Colonials, after starting out 

strong. then beban to try to work the 
ball inside, without much success. 
Georgetown stormed back, behind the 
scoring of Gill, Alyson Westbrooks, 

and newly returned sophomore Ann 
Gothard. The Lady Hoyas led at the 

half by.a score of 43-40. 
The Lady Hoyas came out cold in 

the second half, however, and GW 
jumped back out on top. A six point 
spurt early on in the half gave the 
Colonials a lead they would never 
relinquish. 

George Washington coach Denise 
Fiore entertained the crowd with her 
sideline antics, as she at several points. 
came well out onto the court to 
berate the referees. Her work seemed 

to pay off when, late in the game, she 
snuck her team’s best free-throw 

shooter, Ballentine, onto the line, when 

in reality one of her squad’s more 

mediocre foul-shooters had been foul- 
ed. The referees failed to notice the 
discrepancy, and Ballentine canned 

the two shots. That put her team up 
78-72. : 

With the score 80-72, and only 1:45 

remaining, the Lady Hoyas tightened 
the game up. Taking advantage of 
several missed free-throws, G.U. Nar- 
rowed the gap to 80-79. Jenny Bendall 
of the Lady Hoyas missed the front 
end of a one and one, however, and 
Cindy Baruch of George Washington 
followed up with a three-point play to 
ice the game. The Hoyas were history. 

Just as the Colonials, 10-8 overall, 

took the game, Cindy Baruch took the 
super-shooter match-up. Baruch fin- 
ished with 24 points, while Maura Gill 
finished with a more than respectable 
21. In the end, GW'’s Kelly Ballentine 

overshadowed them both, as she scored 
28. : 

The game marked the sixth straight 
loss for the Lady Hoyas, who fell to 
6-16. 

GEORGETOWN UNIVERSITY, WASHINGTON, D.C. 

Face Boston College Tomorrow 
  

Hoyas Wear Out Moccasins, 71-39 
  

by David Olazabal and John Malanga 
HOY A Staff Writers 
  

Every Hoya fan knows that in 1984 
the Georgetown Hoyas won the NCAA 
basketball championship. But few 
know that the Florida Southern 

Moccasins, in 1981, also won the 

NCAA championship. 
Okay, so it was only in Division IL 

So what if the Sunshine State Con- 
ference, from which the Moccasins 

hail, is not the Big East. And so what if 
Florida Southern’is not St. John’s. 

On Wednesday, the Moccasins 
visited the Capital Centre to take on 
the Hoyas, in an attempt to pull off the 

biggest upset this side of Niagara. But 
their hopes were quickly dashed when 
the Hoyas took the lead for good 2:44 
into the game on a Bill Martin lay-up. 
The Hoyas never looked back, squash- 
ing the Moccasins 71-39. 

Coupled with last Sunday's game 
against Arkansas, the Florida Southern 
game provided a break as well as a 
tune-up. The rest of the Hoyas’ Big 

East schedule begins with tomorrow 
night's game at the Boston Garden 
against Boston College. The Moccasins 
served as a quasi-practice team for the 
Hoyas, although Coach John Thomp- 
son would not put it in those terms. 
Thompson explained, “Tonight's 

game will help us. I was very glad to 
get the opportunity to get the younger 

kids in. But more so we wanted to 
work on the offense. We've turned our 
offense up two notches; in other words 
we want to run more. But we still have 
made too many turnovers (26 against 
Florida Southern).” 

If the crowd of 8,134 was watching 
  

Correction 

In last week’s HOYA it was re- 
ported that Suzanne Girard had left 
the Georgetown women’s track 
Comfort organization. In reality, 
run “professionally” for the Moving 
Comfort Organization. In reality, 
Girard left in order to run road 
races, not necessarily sponsored by 
Moving Comfort, that would other- 

wise conflict with the women’s 
schedule. She will maintain her 
amateur status. The HOYA regrets’ 
the error. —D.R.     

  

McConville’s Game is Perserverence 
  

by Michael Shepard 
HOY A Staff Writer 
  

All-America. Such a small percent- 
age of collegiate athletes are honored 
with this coveted distinction of being 
the best in their sport. The All-Amer- 
ican is a special breed, characterized 

through excellence in sport, and 
well-roundedness off the court. Some 
earn these laurels primarily due to 
natural ability. There are others, how- 

ever, who excel through persever- 

ance and hard work in their daily 
training. Success comes harder, but 

their dedication and desire make the 

necessary rigor simpler; and in the 
long run, all the more worthwhile. 
Thus, when an honor such as All- 
America is bestowed, it carries with 

it special meaning for the dedicated 
athlete. 

Out of over five hundred student 

athletes at Georgetown, senior dis- 
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Frank McConville, who came to Georgetown without a scholarship, earned 
All-American status last fall in cross-country. 

tance runner Frank McConville ap- 

pears to personify the qualities of the 
dedicated athlete most accurately. 

His perseverance has finally paid off 

in his last cross-country season. This 
past fall, Frank McConville was re- 

warded with the honor of All-Amer- 

ica. 
Being named All-America is ano- 

ther addition to a growing list of 

personal accomplishments for Mc- 
Conville. Coming from Monsignor 

Farrell High School, it took two years 

before he was awarded a scholarship 
at Georgetown, at the end of his 

sophomore year. As a freshman, 

McConville had earned All-IC4A in 
Cross-Country. During the summer 
between his sophomore and junior 

year, the East coach of the National 

Sports Festival, and then head track 
coach for Georgeotwn, Joe Lang, 

invited him to run the marathon for 

the East team in the Festival. Not 

only did McConville finish the twen- 
ty-six miles, he finished third overall 

in his first marathon, earning a medal. 

Junior, year saw increasing recog- 
nition for McConville. He earned 

All-Big East honors in both cross- 

country, and in the indoor 3000m. In 

addition, Frank was named to the 
All-IC4A Team for his performance 
in the indoor 5000m. Outdoors; he 

qualified for the NCAA Champion- 
ships in the 5000m. 

This season has been more of the 

same. His qualification for All-Amer- 

ica came at the NCAA Cross-Country 
Championships on November 19, 

1984. He was the twenty-fourth Amer- 

ican to finish the race. The first 
twenty-five receive All-America hon- 

ors. At the TAC (The Athletic Con- 

gress) Championships on January 
20th, McConville broke his former 

school record in the 5000m with a 
time of 14:01.03. He was the first 

collegiate finisher, defeating Charles 
Spedding, the Bronze medalist in the 
1984 Olympic Marathon. 
According to McConville, “The 

team is the best part of the program. 

We have such a super bunch of guys. 
Everyone really roots for each other. 

It's such a good atmosphere.” His 

maturation at Georgetown can be 
traced to his running. He feels that as 

he has improved on the track, he has 
“developed confidence in other things 

whatever they are, be it schoolwork, 
or the challenges of life. One will 

always be met with challenges, and 

the confidence I've gained from ath- 

letics at Georgetown will help in 

. runner.” The element McConville 

handling them. 

“The running, ever since high 
school, has given me an identity, 
something unique about me, besides 

helping me know myself better as a 

person. My Georgetown experience 
is something which I would not trade 

for anything. It's such a good atmo- 

sphere. For example, the first week- 

end I was here, I felt as though I had 

thirty friends—all the guys on the 
team. It made adjusting to college so 

much easier. I have no second 

thoughts whatsoever.” 
In McConville’s eyes, what was his 

greatest accomplishment? “Making 

All-America. It was such a relief, 

that everything clicked in the last 
race. Besides that, probably finishing 

third in the National Sports Festival 
Marathon in Colorado Springs in the 

summer of 1983.” 
“In terms of my athletics, I hope 

that I've given something back to 
Georgetown. I owe a lot to the 

school. I think I represent the school 
and do so in a good way, whether 

through performance or just through 

talking to people about Georgetown. 
I feel proud to wear the uniform 

when I go to races; it means an awful 

lot—a lot of pride and a lot of 
tradition in the team and school.” 

Head Men’s Track Coach Frank 

Gagliano calls McConville “a hard- 

working excellent competitor who 
provided leadership for all on the 
team.” Teammates have called him 

“a responsible leader and a great 

enjoyed the most about the program 

was “the good team atmosphere. 
Everyone pulls for one another help- 
ing to make each person better. The 
good feeling really builds on itself.” 

McConville is a finance major in 

the Business School . After gradua- 
tion he hopes to “work in Manhattan 
on the stock market or for a broker- 
age.” He definitely plans to keep up 
with the running, however, time will 
be a factor over the next two years. 

Says McConville, “I'll mostly be in 

road races and stuff like that. I've 
enjoyed it too much to stop. Being 21 

and a distance runner, my best years 

are ahead, most likely in the mara- 

thon.” 
Frank McConville, through perse- 

verance and hard work, earned every 
bit of recognition bestowed upon 
him, especially All-America. Noting 
prior success as a result of his hard 

work, the future looks bright indeed 

for Frank McConville.   

intently, they would indeed have no- 

ticed a more up-tempo offense. 
Michael Jackson did not start his 
second consecutive game due to a 
sore ankle, but did play sixteen min- 
utes. He and Horace Broadnax were 
conspicuous in not letting Florida 
Southern set up their defense by push- 

ing the ball up the floor. 
Thompson continued, “We're gear- 

ing for the tourney. We've had to 

adjust with our personnel. You have 
two choices, strong or fast. Our young, 
strong players are coming along slowly, 

so we have to be fast. People forget 
that last year Michael Graham didn’t 
really get going until the tournament. I 

tell my players in practice that we're 

like swamp fighters or minutemen. 
And the result is we're seeing good 
baskets.” 

One of the key stats for this game 
was the one that showed no Hoya 
playing more than 23 minutes. The 
most glaring stat, however, comes from 
the Florida Southern ledger, which 
stated that the Moccasins shot 25.8% 
from the floor. Forward John McNulty 
shot 4-18. Case closed. Game over. 

But for Thompson, the case is never 
closed, and the game is never over. 

Now when opponents prepare for 
Georgetown, they cannot only con- 

centrate on the vaunted pressure de- 
fense. They must prepare for “pres- 
sure” offense. 
Thompson concludes, “We need the 

The Georgetown men’s swimming t 
meet season at 4-7. 

Friday, February 8, 1985 

offense to help the defense. Instead of 
slowing down, now we take the break. 
It's going to be a question of stamina. 
We want to tire people out.” 

The Hoyas return to Big East com- 
petition on Saturday when they travel 
to the Boston Garden to play the 
Boston College Eagles (16-5). In their 
last meeting on January 5, Georgetown 
just barely got by BC, 82-80, in over- 

time. A steal by Reggie Williams in 

OT was the difference in that ball- 
game. 

The BC attack is keyed by 5-10 
senior Michael Adams. When Adams, 
averaging 15 points per game, scores 

20 points or more, BC usually wins. 
Dominick Pressley is an outstanding 
defensive guard who can also put the 
ball in the net. Senior Roger McCready 
is a steady veteran who averages 14 
points per game. Freshman Skip Barry 
has added an unexpected lift from the 

bench, averaging about seven points a 
game. 

From a fan’s point of view, George- 

town-Boston College matchups are 
always exciting because both teams 
extensively utilize the full-court press 
and both play good team basketball. 
However, Coach Gary Williams’ club 
isn’t big or deep, so the Hoyas should 
be able to wear down the Eagles in the 
second half. BC is tough, however, 
on the legendary parquet floor of the 
Boston Garden—on Tuesday they up- 
set sixth-ranked Syracuse there, 67-66. 
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eam recently finished up their dual 

  

Swimmers Split Two Meets 
  

by Dennis Roche 
HOY A Sports Editor 
  

Last Friday, the Georgetown Uni- 
versity men’s swimming team took on 

William & Mary at Yates Pool. The 
result was a 74-39 defeat that left little 
doubt as to who was better overall. 

William & Mary won eight of thir- 

teen of the races in recording the 
victory. For the Hoyas, junior Mark 

Marilley won both the 100 and 200 
yard freestyle race, and freshman Dirk 

ten Grotenhuis won both the 400 and 

compiled by Dan Jaffee and 

Individual Leaders 
Scoring — Men's Independent 

Two games 
. Player. Team 

1. McCormick, 
Freudian Slip 

J. Short, Oral Six 
_ P. Treado, Oral Six 
A. Prout, Murphy's 

law or . 

D. Alberts, 
Murphy's Law 

M. Duffy. Intruders 

. Onepame 
Player. Team Pts. 
D. Roche, 2 

- Westinghouse 
. B. Lynch, Slumlords 23 

1 Morton, 3 Seconds 22. 
J. Hillebrecht, . 

Rio’s Rascals 20 
K. DaSilva, oo 

Lexington or Bust 16 
R. Eno, Bad Reps 15 

Men's Dormitory — One Game 

    

Player, Team Pts. 
1. O'Connor, 

2nd St. M 5 
B. Owens, 3rd NS 14 
J. Jackson, 3rd Loyola 13 
C. Wilson, 6th Harbin 13 
S. Lang, 2nd Darnall 12 
J. Talski, 2nd Darnall 10 

Women’s Independent — One Game 

Player, Team Pts. 
C. Corrigan, I'D 22 
K. Beins, Cs & Bs 14 

W. Stachelberg, ( : 
Cs & Bs 0 = 2ndDarnall 

M. McGun, 13 3rd Loyola 
Cheetos & Cohorts 10 

K. McKay, Cs & Bs 10 

Note: Several Dorm teams have not played vet at 
February 5. 

‘Westinghou 
Oral Six 

8th Harbin 
2nd St. Mary 

800 yard freestyle. The two also com- 
bined with sophomore Phil Desantis 
and sophomore D.T. McLeod to win 
the 200 meter freestyle relay. 

On Tuesday, the men showed a 
little more balance, in dropping West- 
ern Maryland by a score of 57-50. 
Sophomore Dan Seta won the 100 
meter breaststroke and senior Otto 
Kelleher took the 200 meter freestyle 
to pace the victory. The overall record 
of the men’s team is 4-7. Their next 

meet is the Big East Championships in 
early March. 

    

   

  

     

      

    

     

  

  

Team i . 

3rd New South 
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